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The Image Of Fairfield

Town Ordinance Restricts Alcohol
Possession in Public Areas
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
Citizens beware. Next
Monday, anewTownofFairfiekl
ordinance goes into effect, which
forbids the consumption of alcohol or the possession of the substance with the intent to consume
in and on public highways, sidewalks and parking areas. The ordinance
passed by the Representative Town Meeting, 29
to 14, on Sept. 23.
In addition, the
same standards of consumption and possession
of alcohol will apply to
individuals who are "in
or on parked vehicles
within or upon a public
highway, sidewalk, or
parking area," according
to the written ordinance.
Violators will be
ticketed and fined from
$25 to $100.
The new policy
was proposed last May
by First Selectman Jacquelyn Durrell who cited Scenes
a necessity to curb drunken driving.
"The RTM felt that the
ordinance would be an assistance
to the police for many areas of the

town," said Jack McCarthy, assistant to the First Selectman. "The
ordinance allows police to prosecute people carrying open containers in the newly designated areas."
An ordinance had already
been in existence for the prohibition of alcohol and the intent to
consume alcoholic beverages in

nance.
The passage had support
from the beach residents that attended the meeting and spoke of
the condition of the beach and the
problems of loud noises, disorderly
conduct and drunken behavior they
claim to witness every weekend.
Such attention to one area

such as this would be subject to the new ordinance prohibiting
those areas where alcohol can be consumed.
and on parks and beaches, accord- of town, however, caused a split
ing to McCarthy, however the town among the RTM members, as some
never had a specific ordinance for believed the ordinance was directed
the areas listed in the new ordi- towards university students who

live at the beach.
"I believe the law was aimed
at the students and I'm curious as
to how far the police will get in the
enforcement of the ordinance,
especially since students always
though it was illegal to walk around
with an open container," said Tim
McConnell, president of the Fairfield University Beach
Association.
According to an
article in The Fairfield
Citizen-News, Karl
Kery, R-2, said, "the
police probably wouldn't
approach a normal group
(of adults), this is directed
at Fairfield University
students and others at the
beach. We have an adequate number of ordinances on the books
against drinking. Another ordinance won't
help."
The ordinance
may be amended or repealed if residents pull in
5 percent of Fairfield's
registered voters signatures onto a referendum
petition. If such an action occurs, the amendment or
repeal would be voted upon in a

(continued on p. 4)

Campus Recycling Off to Slow Start
Laura Coffey
Staff Writer
Starting in September, the
University began a campus-wide
waste recycling plan in connection
with the State of Connecticut regulations.
. Paper from the Print Shop
and Computer Center and scrap
metal, storage batteries, and waste
oil from the Maintenance Area have
been recycled since last February.
This semester, separate
containers were provided in each
dorm room to collect cans, bottles,
and plastic. Occupants are to take
them to a central collection container on each floor, which are
removed to a building container by
custodial personnel. The residents
of the dorms are also to place
newspapers in a centralized floor
container.
Townhouse residents
were furnished with marked containers for co-mingled cans, bottles,
and plastics and one for newspapers, which they are to bring to
central area bins for segregated
collection.
Individual containers
were also provided for the collection of bond paper and computer
paper in office areas, and separate
marked bins were placed in lounge
and lunch areas for the collection
of cans, glass, and plastic containers.
Since the recycling plan
started on campus, there has been a
15 percent reduction in the general

trash weight and a thirty percent
reduction in bulk.
Problems have arisen this
month with non-recyclable items,
however. Frederick Cotter, director of the Physical Plant, explained
that the University had been in
compliance with recycling up until
this month.
"Recently, there have
been problems with students contaminating recycling bins with
items that do not belong there," he
said.
He stated that the University gets billed more when the independent hauler that takes away
the recyclables has to resort them.
"The people are going to
have to realize the cost impact to
the University," Cotter added.

Richard Sellar, the recyHe also explained that
there have been indications of off- cling coordinator for the town of
campus contamination in which Fairfield, indicated that there have
people are coming on campus and been problems getting students
dumping their trash into the Uni- who live at the beach to recycle
properly.
versity's recycling bins.
"There has been an awful
"We would like to eliminate this vulnerability, but it is lot of contamination by students
very difficult to patrol the living at the beach," he said.
"They are not washing
dumpsters," Cotter said. "We are
going to have to see what we can- out the containers before putting
do to tighten up controls on cam- them in the recycling bins, and this
is a big problem because it attracts
pus."
"We will have to rely animals."
Sellar suggested that Fairmore on the student government
and student housing," said Cotter. field University examine the recyHe encourages students to take an cling program at Dartmouth Colactive role in the recycling pro- lege.
He said, "They have been
gram on campus. "People have to
make the system work on an indi- very successful and have a model
program."
vidual basis," he said.

One of the many recycling bins on campus that help to cut down total waste, photo: Jody McMullen

Suspected
Rape
Occurs
at Prep
Game
Emily Okenquist
News Editor
On the evening of Friday,
September 20, a 15 year-old girl
from Stratford was supposedly
raped on campus by a 16 year-old
acquaintance.
The girl, a student from
Lauralton Hall High School in
Milford, reported the incident to
the Fairfield town police on Monday, September 23.
According to Detective
Sgt. J. Hull of the Fairfield police,
the victim was allegedly attacked
on the University property during
a Fairfield Prep football game
against Chaminade Prep of Long
Island.
"They were walking back
to the game from a friend's house
when she was supposedly attacked
somewhere on the university
grounds," said Hull, in an interview with the Fairfield Citizen
News.
Police said that she waited
until last Monday night to report
the attack. She was examined at
Bridgeport Hospital on Monday,
said Hull.
The Youth Bureau of the
Fairfield Police Department, who
is handling the incident, said Tuesday that no arrest has yet been
made, and the case is still under
investigation.
Hull said confirmation of
the rape and any arrest will depend
on the analysis from the laboratory and medical records taken at
Bridgeport Hospital.
On college campuses
around the country, there has been
an increasing awareness of methods to prevent date rape, which is
not an uncommon occurance.
"Pressure to have sex is
normal," said Dr. Dee Graham a
psychologist who conducted a
study of date rape. "These are terrifying situations."
According to Webster's
College Dictionary, date rape is
sexual intercourse forced by a man
upon the woman with whom he
has a date.
This is an example of
anextreme result of abuse. Graham found one study that reported
25 to 35 percent of young woman
perceived violence toward them as
a sign of love.
Another case of alledged
date rape occurred on the campus
of St. John's University in March
of 1990 when a 22 year-old woman
claimed she was assaulted by four
lacrosse players at an off-campus
house.
Increased campus security and programs aimed at alerting students of ways to protect
themselves have begun at universities around the country to help
prevent the occurances of date rape.
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Freshmen Learn of Alcohol
Abuse Dangers Through Laughter
Kevin Casey
Contributing Writer
A series of comical and
serious skits dealing with the problems of alcohol highlighted
Screaming with Pleasure, the second in a series of programs geared
to freshmen concerns.
Ranging from alcoholic
roommates to confrontations between a drunk driver and a policeman, comedians Bill Ross and
Brian Smith informed the students
of the dangers of alcohol. Both
Ross and Smith are recovering alcoholics and gave the audience a
quick autobiography, stressing that
even if you drink, never drive.
Comments made by freshmen proved the program was successful.
PeterBuck, '95, said, "It was pretty
good. It really opened my eyes to
the problems of alcohol on the
college campus, but it was also

entertaining."
The comedians' antics, such
as juggling sharp knives and fire
and riding unicycles, added to the
entertainment.
At the conclusion, they gave
one girl a quiz on the information
discussed during their show, such
as the fact that on an average
weekend night in a college town,

one out of five drivers is intoxicated, according to police estimates. While being quizzed, Ross
and Smith juggled bowling pins
around her, much to her fear and
the audience's delight.
Behind all the comical
situations, Screaming with Pleasure offered an important message
dealing with the abuse of alcohol.

Comedians entertain freshman at "Screaming with Pleasure."
photo: Kevin Guterl

Multiple Sclerosis Society
Seeks Campus Leaders
Emily Okenquist
News Editor
Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) will jumpstart
its eighth year on college campuses nationwide with several
fundraiser's including a lip synch
contest, Rock Alike, with the hope
of recruiting students to lead the
program.
According to Larry Hausner, Marketing Division Vice President for the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, "SAMS is a national
student movement aimed to increase public awareness of multiple sclerosis and to establish longterm fund raising and volunteer
support for the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society."
Rock Alike, the largest fund
raiser with a local center in New
York City, is a national lip-synch
contest in which students impersonate rock stars. On campus

competitions are held, winners
video tape their performance, and
send it to the headquarters in New
York, where judges choose the top
six entries.
Those winners attend the
national finals held live on MTV:
Music Television in Florida during their Spring Break.
"This is the most popular
activity, it and raises the mOst
money," said Karin Brownstein,
the program coordinator for
SAMS.
Other fund raisers include
Dance Marathons, Faculty Auctions, Can Shakes, and another
popular one, Skip-A-Meal for MS.
Participants in this activity sacrifice a meal through their dining
system and donate the proceeds to
MS.
As a SAMS chairperson,
students coordinate the on-campus fund raising and events.
"It's great experience in

public relations, special events
planning, and management," said
Brownstein, " and the activities
usually become like another campus club."
Since 1985, 150 colleges
across the United States have become involved in SAMS. Local
participants include Connecticut
College and Wesleyan University.
All money raised on campus benefits local National Multiple Sclerosis Society chapter service programs and national research efforts.
Multiple Sclerosis is a degenerative disease that destroys the
area covering nerve fibers. It produces mild to severe neural and
muscular damage to an estimated
quarter of a million Americans.
, For more information on
how to get involved in the campus
fund raising, call Karin Brownstein in New York at 1-800-1BUST-MS.

Campus Crier
The Inter Residence Hall Government will be hosting the
New England Fest this Friday, Oct. 5 on the campus Center Patio beginning at 3:00 p.m.
Dr. Arthur Anderson, professor of sociology, will speak at the
next "Evenings With The Professors Series" on Tues., Oct. 8 from 7 ■
9 p.m. in Bannow 253.
He will examine major social trends shaping the country
implicaitons of the aging population, and the fairness of the American
dream. For more information, call 254-4110.
"Technology: Servant or Master in Health Care," the first in a two-part series sponsored by the
School of Nursing, will take place on Tues., Oct. 8 in the Quick Center. The speaker is Daneil Callahan,
Ph.D, co-founder and director of the Hastings Center in Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.
Michael T. Klare, director of the Five College Program in Peace and World Security Studies, will
lecture on "The Post-Cold War World: Prospects for Peace."
Sponsored by the University's Faith, Peace, and Justice Program, the History Department, and the
Politics Department, it will be held on Wed., Oct 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Quick Center.
An anti-income tax rally will be held this Sat., Oct. 5 at the Capital in Hartford, CT.
Michael Tucker will discuss information on different types of leases at the Management and
Breakfast Forum on Oct. 10 from 8 - 10 a.m. at the Center for Financial Studies. For more information,
call 254-4170.

Cheers

Cheers to all the alumni who
came back for the weekend., .it was
great to see fhemL.TH 24, 91,
142.. .to surprise Birthday parties.
. .to Dolores the blowfish. . .to
trying on every shoe size and color
at G. Fox.. .to quick trips home and
generous' parents. . .to friendly
alumni.. .to big surprises and frozen smiles.. .to getting rocked and
making it to class the next day.. .to
birthday weekends... to freshman
year friends...to the return of Dee
O'Connor. . .to drunk Irishmen. .
.to Barry Manilow at TH 91. . .to
alumni reunions at 113.. .to intercollegiate hook-ups...to hook-ups
in general. . .to Bubba's bedside
manner...to the great fall
weather...to bike rides...to housemates that clean...to housemate
bonding...to pinky swears...to
Captain's Cove...to Weakies,
Doogie (it's about time) and
Homey for boppin' the man...to
throb and the magic minute...to fly
girls...the Laughing Cow...to Fire
House...to utility closets and
utensils...good
evening
invitations...to special K buffet
jokes...to roommates - past and
present...

Boos

Boos to people who tattle
tale just because they got kicked
out of a private party. . .to Freshmen who don't know the meaning
of house beer.. .to canker sores..
.to clueless moaning psychohousemates. . .get a life already. .
.to loser chicks who steal houses..
.to people who steal houseplants..
.to drunk "fighting" Irishmen.. .to
Smurfs who don't say hello to their
ex-roommates.. .to the Doghouse
goons...to spilling 5 gallons of ice
water on your friend's rug...to
freezing in air-conditioned classrooms and offices...to being put on
hold and transferred 10times...toa
quarter of an inch of burnt Ragu
spagetti sauce...to emptying the
cookie jar in one day...to dropping
birthday cakes...to getting no
sleep...to too much homework and
too many papers...to persistant
neighbors...to grumpy peoplc.to
clueless peoplc.to failing
computers...to tight schedules...to
the lines this weekend... everywhere... to people who stare...to
broken promises... to spills, chills
and dill pickles... to deadlines and
pressure...to missing people... to
the lack of money...

Classifieds
Needed: Babysitter to play with 9 month old boy while Mom runs
errands. Flexible hours. Close to University. Would prefer transportation but not necessary. Call Moira at 259-6134.
Free Spring Break Trips to students or student organizations promoting our Spring Break Packages. Good pay and fun! Call CMI. 1800-423-5264.
Free Spring Break Trip & Cash! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas! Sell
trips on campus and earn free trip and bonus cash! Call Four Seasons
at 1-800-331-3136.
Wanted: Bright, personable individuals to promote HeatWave Vacations, Inc. European Skiing and Caribbean Spring Break trips. Earn
free vacations and big paychecks. Call Gregory at 1 -800-395-WAVE.
Wanted: Babysitter for occasional evenings (mostly Fridays) for two
children ages 6 and 8. Call Karen 335-0048.
Child Care: Nice mom. Little angels. Infant experience and own
transportation required to Westport. Flexible hours, but afternoons
preferred. Please call 227-8109.
Earn Fabulous FREE Spring Break Vacations while meeting new
people and earning cash. Work at your own pace. Energetic, highly
motivated outgoing individuals needed. Call Bob at Campus Holidays 1-800-627-4791 between 5 p.m. -10 p.m. CST.
Wanted: Energetic, hard working college student for light office
work. 15-20 hrs./wk. $7/hr. Call Janet at 226-2662.
Help Wanted: Parttime counter help and delivery drivers for Jersey
Mike's. Call Richard at 259-7373 or 259-1657.
Help Wanted: Parttime work at young entrepreneurial company.
Learn the Macintosh computer. Support our sales/marketing staff.
Hours to fit your schedule. Writing, typing, and verbal skills required.
$7/hr. Call 226-1166.
Needed: Mother's helper while mother runs an in home business.
Required - babysitting experience and loves to play! 1.5 miles from
Fairfield Univ. Call 384-2629.
Campus Representatives Needed: Earn free trip and big commissions by selling Cancun, Mexico. For more information, call toll free
at 1-800-755-7996 or in Connecticut at 203-975-8833.
Study Abroad in Australia: Information on semester, year, graduate, summer, and internship programs in Perth, Townsville, Sydney,
and Melbourne. Programs start at $3520. Call 1-800-878-3696.
Need Extra Income for 1991? Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details, rush $1.00 with SASE to : OHI Group, Inc.,
1019 Lk. Sherwood, Orlando, FL 32818.
Free Travel, Cash, and Excellent Business Experience!! Openings
available for individuals or student organizations to promote the
country's most successful Spring Break tours. Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.
Addressers Wanted immediately: No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call 1-405-321-3064.
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Career Planning Corner
50th Anniversary Prompts
Awarding of University Medals
The Carreer Planning Center will offer the following workshops:

Emily Okenquist
News Editor
In honor of the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the founding of
Fairfield University and Fairfield
College Preparatory School, Rev.
Aloyisius P. Kelley, S.J., University President, and the Board of
Trustees will present fifty jubilee
medals to individuals who have
brought distinction to the institutions through their association over
the years.
"We're looking for anyone
who has contributed to the University's growth," said Murray Farber, director of Public Relations.
"The category is kept broad enough
to include all kinds of service and
achievements, through volunteering-or a career."
The Anniversary Committee is seeking to recognize alumni,
retired professors, trustees, and
others who have supported Fairfield's Jesuit identity, leadership,
and dedication to service and academics. According to Farber, individuals currently employed at
Fairfield are not eligible to receive
the award, though anyone retiring
this spring may be nominated while
they are still working at the Uni-

versity or the Prep.
Cast in bronze, the medals
will be imprinted on the front with
a crest of the school seal and the
dates 1942 - 1992. The words
"Fairfield Jubilee Medal" and the
anniversary motto, "Fulfilling the
Jesuit Ideal," will surround the
design. The back will feature an inscription of the recipient's name
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and pertinent information.
"This unique medal evolved
over a period of time," said Farber.
"The front is cast to represent both
the University and the Prep."
The medals will be presented during various anniversary
celebrations throughout 1992. In
addition to these awards, a postal
logo and stationary featuring
"Fulfilling the Jesuit Ideal" have

been issued to commemorate the
occasion, and Farber said they will
"keep the fiftieth anniversary in
mind in choosing commencement
speakers."
Members of the Anniversary Committee include Chairman
George E. Diffley, Secretary Patricia Danko, Rev. Vincent Burns,
S. J., Lawrence Carroll, James Fitzpatrick, Rev. John J. Higgins, S.J.,
William Lucas, Mary Frances
Malone, Chris Sinagulia, Mary S.
Spiegel, Stephen Jakab, and Farber. Students and faculty are also
serving on sub-committees.
The Committee is asking
for assistance from everyone involved in the University and Prep
in nominating individuals to be
considered for the jubilee medals.
Please submit recommendations,
including reasons why the nominee deserves to receive a medal, to
the Anniversary Committee, Bellarmine Hall, Room 228 by Nov. 1.
Forms may be obtained
from the Anniversary Committee,
care of the Public Relations Office. These forms, though, are not
necessary for the nominations.
"We encourage everyone to
nominate," said Farber. "We want
people to get involved."

Writing Center Opens Doors
Debra DeShong
Assistant News Editor
As the weather gets colder
and the classes get harder, many
students dread the thought of
writing papers. To assist in this
task, the Writing Center is once
again open for guidance through
the endless world of research and
essays.
This year, another facet
has been added to the already extensive services. Peer tutors will
be available for students who need
help at any stage of writing theirpapers.
"Peer tutors are highly
trained people who are serious
about helping other people," said
Laura Ress, director of the Writing

Center.
The Writing Tutors have
been fully instructed in a first-rate
program run by Betsy Bowen, assistant professor of English, consisting of a class taught by Ann
Spector, lecturer for the English
department, and a semester internship at the Writing Center.
The Writing Tutor Program was started at the suggestion
of Dr. Robert Stepsis, Academic
Vice President and with the support of Dr. David Danahar, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences. It
is seen as a stepping stone for graduate school and for a teaching career.
"The students are there to
help their peers clarify their papers
and to steer them in the right direc-

tion when they go wrong," said
Ress.
The Writing Tutor program is unique because students
will get help from their peers.
The Writing Center is
available for the students and caters to their needs. According to
Ress, "Writing tutors will enrich
what the Writing Center does."
Student tutors are available to anyone, and appointments
can be made in the English office
with Elsie Martin at extension
2214.
The Writing Tutors office hours are: Mon. 1:00 - 2:00
p.m. and 5:00 -6:00 p.m., Tues.
11:00 a.m.-12:45p.m.,2:00-3:00
p.m., and Wed. 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
and 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Come attend the Mirror meeting on Oct.
7 at 8 p.m. in Bannow third floor lounge.

Interview Workshop: This workshop will take you step-bystep through the interview process. It will take place in the Career
Planning Center on Fri., Oct. 4 at 11:45 a.m.
Resume Workshop: This workshop will help you learn how
to professionally present your background in a way that attracts an employer's attention. It is scheduled for Fri., Oct. 4 at 1:10 p.m. in the
Career Planning Center.
Choosing a Major Workshop: Are you confused about what
major to choose? This workshop is designed to help you ask the right
questions and weigh the facts so that you can make the right decision.
This workshop is scheduled for Wed., Oct. 9 at 2:10 PM in the Career
Planning Center.

Soviet Union: A State
of Radical Change
Jo Dociino
Contributing Writer
A Russian on the "fringe of
history" dominated last Tuesday's
lecture by Jack F. Matlock, Jr., a
former Ambassador to the Soviet
Union.
Matlock referred to the
Current State of the Soviet Union
as a sign of immediate, radical
change. The failure of the recent
coup, increased social reforms, and
the already sagging economy have
brought about a vast number of
crises in the Soviet Union.
"Six years ago, communism
had absolute power over the country. It was an unshakable force,"
said Matlock. "Today the structure of the communist past is being
swept away."
Commenting on the present
economic status of the country,
Matlock said, "The economy will
get worse before it gets better. The
country is staggering under the

deadly economy."
A possibly difficult winter
season may plunge the Soviets into
a deeper hole. Problems of a sound
and compatible currency are a
major force affecting the economic
unity of the country. Leaders are
struggling to establish sound banks
and demobilize government hold
on businesses. Increased military
spending in recent decades has also
drained funds necessary for sound,
economic survival.
Matlock spoke of the timely
question, which lingers in the minds
of many Soviets, as well as other
world officials.
"Which leader will prevail
and rise above the other to lead a
country so deeply divided socially
and economically?" he said.
"Yeltsin saved Gorbachev
because Gorbachev is necessary
for Yeltsin's survival," he added.
"Yet, Gorbachev cannot succeed
without Yeltsin. Their fates are
inevitable entwined."

Jack Matlock addresses the audience in the Quick Center.
photo: Kevin Guterl

To All Students:
The Fairfield residence halls form a multicultural community of people from diverse racial, ethnic, and class
backgrounds, national origins, religious and political beliefs, physical abilities, and sexual orientations. Our activities,
programs, classes, workshops, lectures, and everyday interactions are enriched by our acceptance of one another
in an atmosphere of positive engagement and mutual respect.
Acts of bigotry will not go unchallenged within this community. No one has the right to denigrate another human being
on the basis of race, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, class, religion, political beliefs and/or physical abilities.
We will not tolerate verbal or written abuse, threats, harassment, intimidation, or violence against person or property.
In this context, we do not accept alcohol or substance abuse as an excuse, reason, or rationale, for such abuse, harassment, intimidation, or violence.
All who work, live, and study in Fairf ield's residence halls are here by choice and, as part of that decision, should be
committed to these principles, which are an integral part of the guidelines by which this University community can
successfully conduct its affairs.
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Volunteers' Service Inspires Wash. State U Moose
Goes Hollywood
Donation to Campus Ministry
Carrie Brown
Contributing Writer
Two anonymous donors
each contributed 10,000 dollars to
Campus Ministry after being inspired by students who volunteered
for two weeks last spring to assist
the natives of Haiti, Ecuador, and
Jamaica.
Rev. Paul C. Carrier, S.J.,
University Chaplin, said one gift
was donated by a man from the
town of Fairfield who attended
mass at the chapel and was impressed by the students as they
spoke of their experiences.
The second donation was
made by a woman from New York
City who heard about the Mission
Volunteer Program through a
friendr
The money will be used for
a variety of projects, including a
schoolroom being constructed in
Haiti, a health clinic in Ecuador, to
fund a scholarship at St. George's
College in Kingston, Jamaica, and
to help with the activities of the
Alpha Boys Home.
Thirty students, accompanied by Fr. Carrier, Fr. James
Hayes, S.J., Fr. Tom O'Malley,
S.J., Dr. Susan MacAvoy, Tom
Landy, and Pat Rombalski, served
as orderlies in elderly homes and
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hospitals, tutored children, directed
recreational programs, and aided
in the heavy labor needed to construct roads and a school.
Mike Bonelli, '92, worked
in Haiti with the Sisters of Mother
Teresa at a Children's Hospital
and a Home for Dying.
At the Children's Hospital
they took orphans off the streets
and cared for them. Bonelli specifically worked during the feeding time of the toddlers where one
task was feeding a child with cerebral palsy who was unable to hold
a spoon.
At the Home for Dying
which cares for terminally ill adults,
the Sisters would care for and feed
the patients until they died.
"The toughestpart was feeding a person one day and going in
the next day to find out they had
died," said Bonelli.
When asked as to how he
felt about the donation, Bonelli
said, "It's great that the program is
being recognized. It would be good
to send more and more people
down. The money could do a lot of
good down there."
Another student, Kathy
Tamulis, '92, lived in one of the
poorest, mountain communities of
Ecuador, which was filled with
children. She cared for and played

with the children which helped her
to become absorbed in their culture.
During her stay, she helped
natives of Ecuador build a bamboo
hut for a homeless family, which
she found surprising. They acknowledge and care for the homeless even though the builders themselves may be just as poor as the
homeless.
One lesson Tamulis learned
while in Ecuador was to take advantage of what life has to offer in
our own country.
Family, religion, and education mean the world to the people
living in Ecuador.
"Things that are important
to them should be important to us
as well," she said. She was most
impressed by the way "they watch
out for each other and take care of
each other."
Recruiting for the Mission
Volunteers began Tuesday, September 17. According to Fr. Carrier, over 100 students have expressed an interest. Thirty students will be chosen for the May
trip.
Fr. Carrier also added that
numerous students have decided
to return on their own to the countries where they worked over the
summer.

CPS - It took word of mouth, lots of bananas and a scientist
dedicated to the study of moose-raising to make Washington State
University's Morty a star.
Morty the Moose, who lives at WSU's George Hudson Biological Reserve, is seen every Monday night in the opening credits for
the CBS television show "Northern Exposure."
Producers for the series found Morty after an unsuccessful
search throughout the United States and Canada for a trained moose.
A friend of Dr. Charles Robbins told the producers about Robbins' research.
"Moose have been very diffucult to raise in captivity," Robbins explained. "There's a lot to learn about what to feed them."
About two years ago, Robbins began to study how to feed
and care for the animals when the Alaska Game Commission gave
him four calves.
Robbins has learned that one of their favorite foods is bananas - unpeeled.
So, when "Northern Exposure" asked if Morty could walk
through the town of Roslyn, Wash., where the series is filmed,
Robbins said yes.
Robbins, his wife, and an animal trainer walked Morty
through his scenes by tempting the 6-foot-tall, 800-pound animal with
- what else? - bananas. Morty was a star for one day, filming between
1 and 3 a.m. and 5 and 7 a.m., times when Rosalyn was available for
television production use.
"We really enjoyed it," Robbins said, speaking for himself
and Morty. "If they asked us to do something again, we'd just love it."
Until that time, Morty and three female moose are staying at
the WSU reserve for more research.

New Ordinance
Passed
(continued from p. 1)
special election which would have
to draw in twenty-five percent of
the registered voters. In addition,
a majority would have to favor the
pass.
"I believe there will be the
same number of incidences as we
have always had down at the

Saturday - October 5th

beach," McConnell said.
"I'm worried that many
students will be caught by surprise
with the new ordinance," he said.
"Especially since there are enough
gray areas within the beach area to
allow police to use their discretion
to crack down more than usual."
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Fairfield Faces
Wong: Bridge Champion and Jesuit
Jen Delos Santos
Contributing Writer
There is a tale about a
young man who went to Jesus to
ask Him what he could do to serve
Him. In response to the young
man's question, Jesus said to follow the commandments; the young
man answered that he already did
that. Then Jesus told the young
man to sell everything he owned
and to take a vow of poverty. The
young man went away unhappy
because he did not know if he
could dare to give up everything he
owned.
The young man in this story
symbolizes Fr. Maurice Wong, S.J.,
in his senior year at the University
of Hong Kong as well as at the
beginning of his quest to become a
member of the Society of Jesus.
Fr. Wong did walk away unhappily at first, but after long contemplation, he acted on his desire to
serve Jesus and became a Jesuit
priest.
"I knew that if I did not
follow Jesus, I would be like this
young man and go away sad," he
explained. "The above story was
the inspiration and impulse that
prompted Fr. Wong to make his
decision to become a Jesuit priest.
One would think that simply deciding to become a priest would be
the hard part, but actually choosing to become a Jesuit priest was
an ordeal in itself.
In England, at the University of Birmingham, Fr. Wong
studied three years of theology
(called a tertianship). His last year
there was an intense study of the
constitution of the Jesuit Society
and was comprised of a spiritual
retreat that lasted 30 days.
He was also sent to Adelphi University in New York to
work as a priest for a few months.
After his tertianship, he went to St.
Louis University for six months as
a post doctoral to research mathematics.
Before that Fr. Wong lived
internationally for a while. He
completed his undergraduate studies at the university of Hong Kong.

Six years of his life was spent in the
Phillipines and one year was spent
in Ireland.
As a senior at the University of Hong Kong, he did have a
notion of what he wanted to do
after graduation, but he didn'tknow
exactly what it was. He then met
an Irish Jesuit priest, with whom
he had long discussions about entering the religious vocation. He
was torn between mathematics and
theology and never expected he
could be a priest as well as a mathematician.
Another thing he didn't
expect was to end up at Fairfield
University in 1969. Fairfield was
his last choice of employment, but
that's not to say he doesn't enjoy
Fairfield. He feels it's a great
place to be and he'd never leave it.
He's enthusiastic about teaching
Calculus and Partial Differential
Equations and loves his classes,
though he finds them large.
Did you know Fr. Wong
didn't even know how to teach
when he got here? He learned how
to teach as he went along, and is
still learning every day. He claims
that "in order to be a good teacher
you have to be a good researcher..
.(and) if you don't progress yourself, you won't be a good teacher."
But if you really want to keep the
class exciting, he said, just keep
asking questions because he likes
it when students ask him questions
out of the blue. His responses to
your questions will be valid and

clear, because he "believes that the
teacher is someone who tries to
explain ideas in the best possible
way."
Aside from teaching, Fr.
Wong is a prominent bridge player.
He is part of a nationwide organization, the American Contract
Bridge League. In fact, he's so
good that his name has appeared in
the bridge column in the New York
Times about six times last year
(not that he counted). He also
appears frequently in the Westchester paper in the bridge column.
Every time he won a tournament
he earned points; to this day he has
earned five thousand points and
holds the title of Life Master (which
is acquired after earning three
hundred points).
The reason he has earned
so many points is because he's
been playing since 1972. Other
than the title of Life Master, he has
won trophies for his bridge playing.
Ironically he began from
scratch when he first learned how
to play bridge in the United States.
He learned a home version of the
game in China from his cousins
and brothers, but aside from that,
he'd had no other experience with
the game. Once he started, he
picked it up quickly.
At this point Fr. Wong is
not as "gung ho" about bridge as he
used to be. But although he's not
as emotionally attached to the game
anymore, he still enjoys it.

Services available for students dealing with death
July 10, 1991 ...She was lying there on the
hospital bed, barely breathing,
when suddenly I felt her squeeze
my finger...I smiled at her and
asked, "Mom, what are you
doing?"..."Hugging you," she answered...
On Friday, September 14,
1990, my world turned upside
down. Rushing to the hospital the
minute after my first full week of
classes had ended, I arrived there
just as my mom was being brought
into the Recovery Room. My heart
ached when I saw her - she had
never been sick a day in her life and now, she had just been released from intense three-hour
surgery. Suddenly her eyes flickered open, she looked up at me
and smiled, saying, "See, I told
you I'd be OK." As she drifted
back into sleep, I just shook my
head in amazement. She had just
been through so much herself, but
yet her first words were directed

Bodor's Bravura
The Rec-Plex as Dante's Inferno,
and Childhood Friends
Jim Bodor
Features Editor

New Campus Group Offers Support
Shelly Cofield
Contributing Writer
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towards easing my worry, my pain.
And there was no mention of her
pain.
I left the Recovery room
smiling, and with absolutely no
idea of what I was about to face. I
can remember it all so clearly -1
was dressed in my favorite summer outfit, the white Cape Cod
shirt and shorts - and my older
brothers Paul and Pete walked with
me towards the surgeon. "How
does it look?" Paul asked him.
"Well, we did remove all the
cancer from her colon - but, unfortunately, it has already spread and
damaged more than 50% of her
liver...I give her six months to
live." The rest of his words were
just a blur: "...Can't be
cured...chemotherapy...all it can
do is give her more time..." I stood
there, numb, for what seemed an
eternity, and then just turned and
walked away from him. Tears
were streaming down my face and
I kept hearing those words "six
months" over and over again.
Suddenly, I felt my brothers
walking with me, one on each side,
their arms around me, and I never
felt so protected - and yet so lost,

all at the same time. Everything
has happened so quickly - it was
just two weeks before that my mom
had gone for tests after "not feeling so good," then there was the
colon cancer diagnosis, and now
she only had six months to live.
From November to May of
last year, my mom underwent
seven straight months of chemotherapy, experiencing only minor
side effects like physical fatigue
and weight loss. To an outsider
she did not even appear "sick."
She made the best of her situation,
and frequently even joked about
her inevitable weight loss saying,
"Well, I might be the sick one, but
I haven't looked this good in
years!"
However, in early May, the
cancer took over full force, and all
at once, everything started failing.
Fortunately, I was just getting out
of school at that time, and I went
home knowing that the next few
months were probably going to be
the hardest, but also the most special months of my life - and they
were. My mom passed away on
July 25, 1991. Now, I can be so
grateful for the time I got to spend

I reached my athletic peak
in 1981, at the age of eleven.
That was the year dreams came
true.
My school basketball team
won the grammar school championship that year. I led my town
park and recreation basketball
team in scoring with a Jordanesque 8 points per game scoring average. During the summer
of 1981, I pitched a one-hitter for my little league team, and was
selected for the league all-star team (I was knocked out of the game after one inning as the starting pitcher, though -1 should have known then
that all this glory would eventually come to an end). And during the
winter of 1981, besides starring on the basketball court, I also played
some decent backyard football in the snow, including a devastating
blindside sack of a childhood friend,
Ah, yes, those were the days, that was the golden year, the year
the baseball sailed far, the hoop grew bigger, and all those other guys
on the football field didn't look so big.
Then, I went to high school.
And suddenly, my body decided it would grow no more (at least
not until junior year). There I was, 14 years old, and still a paltry five
feet tall, the same height I had been at eleven (five feet tall is towering
at eleven, midget-like at fourteen)
I didn't make the high school basketball team. I didn't try out foi
baseball. I took three elbows to the head in a park and recreation
basketball game, which ended my illustrious park and recreation careei
at the age of fourteen (and some say began my inclination toward
writing). I suffered a devastating sack at the hands of a childhood
friend, smacked my head on a cement sidewalk, and was forced to
endure a week's worth of parental surveillance for a concussion. Even
my ping-pong game went to pot -1 lost to my father for the first time
ever, in that, my freshman year of high school.
Then, I went to college.
I had sprouted to a pleasant six feet two inches (while wearing
new sneakers), and weighed a decent 155. I had yet to gain the
freshman fifteen. And none of my newfound friends had any idea if I
could shoot the J, hit the curve, or catch a pass at the fifteen
Well, needless to say, none of that mattered, for my athletic
demise continued at a frightening pace. The Rec-Plex became
modern-day version of Dante's Inferno, full of faster, taller, and
smarter basketball players than me ( I have given up baseball and
football, except for the occasional weekend toss). After a year I realized that I showed all the signs that I was no longer the athlete I had been
at the age of eleven. The "few extra pounds" around my waist suddenly
became "a big, heavy, immobile mass of flesh, a burden greater than the
cross was to Jesus." My ankles began to ache for no reason. My knees
began to crack whenever I bent them. My legs became limp stems on
the verge of collapse. The hoop grew smaller. My competitors grew
bigger, and faster. The court stretched to a thousand feet long. Second
base seemed miles away, I found myself wanting to take a taxi there.
The baseball appeared the size of a pea, traveling faster than the speed
of light. The football seemed uncatchable, as slippery as a greased pig,
and with each seemingly harmless tackle my teeth jiggled around my
mouth a little more. I was trapped in a world oblivious to the rules of
modern physics. The sun got in my eyes - while I was indoors. The
hoop moved away from the ball when I was shooting. The court floor
moved backward beneath my feet, pulling me away from everyone
else.
But, still, to this day, even though my back aches, my legs are
weak, my eyesight is poor, and my endurance is pitiful, I continue to
return to the Rec-Plex, to step onto the basketball court, to take that
beautiful shot that I know will go in, that I know will make scouts crawl
to the Plex just to watch me play...only to have it swatted away by some
six foot seven inch pseudo-human with a hormonal problem who likes
to ruin the athletic hopes of mere-mortals like me and you because he
can't buy clothes off the rack from Marshall's.
Why do I subject myself to such humiliations? Who knows?
Anyway, see you at the Rec-Plex (it's a humbling experience).
with her this past summer, and for
the memories I will always cherish. I thank God that He blessed
my life with someone so special to
now be lonely for.
It has been said that "time
alone does not heal. It's what we
do with the time that makes the
difference." What was I going to
do with my time? Coming back to
school a few weeks ago, I did not
know the answer. After witnessing death so closely, I felt such a
need to make the whole experience meaningful - and for me, part
of that dream was realized on Sept.
6.
I met Sister Anne Flood,
assistant chaplain with Campus

Ministry, who had just been
touched with the recent death of
her sister, and a few months earlier, her mother. Meeting Sister
Anne that day gave me the opportunity to talk to someone here at
school try ing to work through grief
as well. With her warm-hearted
nature, she listened intently to my
story about my mom and told me
also about Carolyn Rusiackas, also
now with Campus Ministry, whose
father had passed away earlier that
day.
These two women had talked
of starting a bereavement support
group on campus and asked me if
I would help them start it. We

(continued on p. 8)
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Graduate School Not the Only Option for College Grads
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor
When a student graduates
from college, he or she has two
options: attend graduate school
or do not attend graduate school.
But today, when competition is
tougher than ever and jobs are
extremely scarce, the option to
attend graduate school is rapidly
becoming a necessity.
Or is it?
Is graduate school a definite "must do" given today's
economy? Most university professors would agree that graduate
school is essential to get a decent
job with possibilities for advancement. In fact, most would advise
going to graduate school right
after graduation.
Denis O'Connor, Fairfield
class of '91, is taking that advised
route. Having earned a bachelor's degree in History, he is now
pursuing his master's in History
at Long Island University. He
plans to teach History in a high
school or small college.
"I'm going to teach and I
needed to earn my master's within
five years, so I figured I would get
it out of the way," he says.
O'Connor finds the biggest
difference between graduate and
undergraduate studies, other than
being home "for the first time in
four years," is that the courses are
more in-depth.
"The lectures are more detailed," he says. "Every course is
like a 300-level course at Fair-

fancy-free is the year after college. Do non-profit social things
right after college, then go to graduate school once you have direction
as to where you want to go."
Fitzpatrick also cites financial reasons for waiting.
"Most graduate students
must pay for graduate school on
their own, which most can't do
their first year out of college."
Fitzpatrick advises students
to wait before going to graduate
school not only to save money, but
also to gain practical experience.
"If you don't get hard-core
experience at the entry level, how
will you know how good your
skills are?" she asks. "How will
you know exactly what field you
want to go into until you're exposed to the real world?"
"I went to college, then
worked for four years, and then
went to graduate school for my
master's," Fitzpatrick continues.
"I felt like I learned
so much more for
having taken those
four years away
from school."
According
to Fitzpatrick, the
116 Post Rd. - Fairfield, Connecticut
trend now is to
attend graduate
school. In fact, according to a selfreported survey
(sent to graduates
to see where they
are and what they
are doing) of Fairfield's class of
1990, 18% of
§CflQtax included
those who responded are already in graduate
school. These
For On Campus Delivery Only
graduate
school
Not good with other offers
students have
come from a vari16" Large Cheese Pizza
ety of majors, parfield."
The advantage of attending
graduate school is that O'Connor's
master's degree will help him to
advance in his teaching position.
The advantage of attending right
away is that his mind is still in the
"study mode." By entering graduate school right after college, he is
able to handle the pressures of
academic life, because he has not
spent time away from it.
Phyllis Fitzpatrick, from
Fairfield's Office of the Provost,
agrees that graduate school is easier
to adjust to right after college. But
she believes that the advantages of
waiting a few years before entering graduate school far outweigh
the advantages of doing it right
away.
"If a student graduates and
doesn' t know what he or she wants
to do, why go to graduate school
right then?" she says. "The time to
go crazy and be footloose and
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ticularly Biology, English, Politics, and Psychology.
The majority of these students are attending law school or
medical school, and some are pursuing a master's in their bachelor's field. Law schools which
have accepted many of the 1990
graduates include UConn, Seton
Hall, Villanova, New York Law,
Rutgers, Hofstra, Ohio State, St.
John's, and Georgetown.
This trend toward graduate
school was nonexistent a generation ago. Most of today's college
students probably come from
families where most likely only
one parent attended college.
"In today's day and age, I
can't imagine a field where you
won't be expected to go on to
higher education," says Fitzpatrick.
Dave DeFusco, Fairfield
class of' 86, holds a different opinion. He believes that graduate
school is not for everyone and is
not always necessary. Ironically,
he came to that conclusion after
following a route similar to the
one Fitzpatrick prescribes. Planning to go to graduate school eventually, DeFusco went to work first.
After gaining the practical experience needed to enter graduate
school with a clear sense of direction, he found that his practical
experience was more than sufficient.
"I graduated from Fairfield
with a Finance degree, and went to
work for Merrill Lynch Equity
Management," he says. "I didn't
like it. The corporate culture has

an over-emphasis on appearance.
That job really wasn't for me."
A former sports editor for
The Mirror, DeFusco decided to
give writing another shot. After
taking a night course in journalism, he quit his job at Merrill Lynch
and began to do free-lance work
forthe Fairfield Advocate. Later,
as a research writer for the Fairfield Business Journal, DeFusco
gained "a lot of nuts and bolts
reporting experience."
"At the same time, my friend
was accepted into the Columbia
School of Journalism," says DeFusco. "Here he was spending
$20,000 at a really big journalism
school studying it, and here I was
doing it and making a living for it.
After two years, I didn't need
graduate school."
"I'm not saying I know everything I need to know about reporting," he continues. "But I've
been through it, and I don't think I
need to go to journalism school
after that."
DeFusco currently has his
office in Bellarmine Hall, where
he serves as Assistant Director of
Publications. He is the editor of
Campus Currents and Alumni
News.
"I love it here," he says. "I
love what I do. I edit an internal
newsletter which I have full reign
over. It's such a lousy economy
out there that I would be crazy to
try to find a job in the private
sector, only to be laid off six
months later. I haven't thought.of
where I'm going next. I'm going
to be here a while."

Fairfield Grads Receive High
Marks from Health Schools
(PR) - A survey of Fairfield University students who graduated in
1990 shows that 96% of the recommended applicants were accepted by
professional schools for advanced training.
According to Dr. Donald Ross, advisor to the students in the health
sciences, ten out of eleven candidates or 91 % were accepted by medical
schools; four were accepted by dental schools; ten by allied health
schools including four by optometry school, three in master of science
programs in physical therapy; one for a master's degree in exercise
physiology; one for a master's in speech pathology and one for veterinary school at Michigan State University.
Dr. Ross, professor of biology, said the acceptance rate of more
than 90 percent for medical schools was consistent with Fairfield
University's record over the past decade.
Among the medical schools which accepted Fairfield University
students are Georgetown, Loyola of Chicago, Tufts, Ohio State, Medical College of Pennsylvania, University of Pittsburgh, University of
Connecticut, George Washington and New York Medical College.
Dr. Ross noted that increased opportunities in the health field have
prompted students to seek careers by applying to a broader number of
post-graduate schools.
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Alumni Discuss the Working World
Laurie McQuade
Staff Writer
Coming back to Fairfield
after the summer can be an exciting time. And also a scary one.
After being away for three months,
it takes a little while to adjust to
college life again. But even more
difficult to adjust to is not coming
back to Fairfield for another year
once September rolls around again.
This is what the recent graduates,
the class of 1991, had to face.
While at Fairfield, we tend to
forget about the real world. We are
caught up in the world of classes,
friends and parties. But according
to several 1991 graduates, the real
world is out there waiting for us.
, Carl Camporeale, a politics
major, is now in his first year at
New York Law School. Carl feels
that Fairfield did a "good job" of
v preparing him for law school. In
particular, his writing classes and
classes where public speaking was
required helped him to communicate his thoughts much better.
More importantly, Carl said
that Fairfield prepares you socially
for the real world. When you live

ment job.
Jeff Mongelli, also a politics
major, always knew he wanted to
go to law school.
Instead of going directly on
to law school, however, he decided to take a year off. During
this year, he hopes to gain some
valuable experience in the business world.
Jeff agrees that Fairfield
socially helps prepare you for the
real world because it gives you
confidence in talking with and
communicating with other people
on a professional level.
Although Fairfield helps
prepare you in many ways, Jeff
said it is still a shock when you
realize all the responsibilities you
now have to deal with that weren't
there before.
Over the summer, Jeff and a
friend started their own painting
business. They are now receiving
a lot of business, and managing
their own clients.
In the meantime, Jeff is
studying for the LSAT's and is
thinking about becoming a substitute teacher in the local school
system.

with people, whether in the dorms,
townhouses or the beach, you
develop insight into dealing with
them. And this insight will inevitably help you later on in life,
when dealing with people in the
business world. Carl plans to
graduate from law school in 1994,
and he hopes to get a clerkship
with an appellate judge in Manhatten.
Tom Rhatigan, another
graduate, has discovered that getting a job in the real world can be
tough. He is enthusiastic, however, about his prospective government job with the Manhattan
branch of the FBI, which starts in
January. Until then, Tom is working as a research assistant for the
Boy Scouts.
He believes that the core
classes he took at Fairfield helped
him the most in the business world.
Core is important because it helps
make a well rounded person,
someone who can be flexible, and
this is necessary in order to survive the fast pace of business.
Tom hopes to work at the
FBI for a while, then maybe enter
law school or get another govern-
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An Irishman in
Yankee Stadium
Niall McArdle
Contributing Writer
Wanted: one Mets cap.
Two weeks ago I saw the Yankee-Milwaukee game at Yankee
Stadium, and decided to sample American culture by buying a Yankees
cap. Fine - if you're a Yankees fan. But friends of mine who happen to
prefer the Mets have been disowning me.
Having grown up in the shadow of "Americana," I've done it all:
eaten at McDonald's, seen American Football (the Boston College Army game in Dublin a couple of years back), drank American beer
(enough said). But baseball, the National Game, had always eluded me,
so I looked forward to finally seeing a live game. And where better than
Yankee Stadium, home of Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, and Joe DiMaggio.
Having watched "Pride of the Yankees" several times, I felt sufficiently able to follow the rules and, more importantly, appreciate the
ballpark atmosphere. The fans, young and old, seem almost religious in
their devotion (and the seventh inning stretch and singing of "Take Me
Out to the Ball Game" is a sort of ballgame genuflection and Creed). So,
let the ceremony begin.
The first thing I noticed was how small the Diamond is, compared
to how it looks on television. Mind you, I was lucky enough to be sitting
in the sixth row, so the view was pretty impressive. The game itself
passed quickly and nothing much seemed to happen. Each team was in,
then'Out, then in again. And no one was winning. I was told this was because it is toward the end of the season, and neither team really stands
a chance, so they were just playing as fast as possible to get the game over
with quickly.
However, I soon realized that the game is incidental to the atmosphere. The real excitement is in the stands, where the fans run to catch
a foul ball, or wait patiently for a cup of $4.00 beer (!), or listen to the
man playing the organ, each fan hoping they'll be picked out by the T.V.
cameras so as to have their face on the big screen.
When the game did end, the crowd finally got excited. Robert
Kelly hit a home run and everyone went home. For my first visit to
Yankee Stadium, it was only fitting that they should win.
As for the baseball cap, if I get a Mets cap I promise to alternate
them. Monday, Wednesday and Friday I'll wear the Yankees' cap.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday I'll be a Mets fan. On the Sabbath
you'll probably see me wearing a N.Y. Giants hat, but that's another
story.

Sound Opens Year
Fairfield Univeristy's literary magazine The Sound is gearing
up for its first edition for the 1991-1992 academic year. Submissions
of poetry, prose, and artwork, to Box N in the Campus Center mailroom, are welcome from all of those interested in being a part of it.
All submissions will be evaluated by an editorial board for entry
into the magazine and for the prizes being offered this year: $50 for
each original cover chosen for both of this year issues, and $100 year
for prose or poetry selected from the entire year submissions. The
deadline for submissions is October 25.

In Memory of Dr. Seuss
Jennifer E. Edward
Contributing Writer
Dr. Suess died this past week.
The man who taught us all to read
with The Cat in the Hat and Green Eggs and
Ham is no longer with us. Just think.. .if he
had never written his books we would still be
reading Dick and Jane in our early stages.
Compare the two: "See Dick run see Jane run
see Dick and Jane run," or "Somehow you'll
escape all that waiting and staying. You'll
find the bright places where Boom Bands are
playing." Somehow the latter wants to make
me read more. I personally don't want to see
Dick and Jane run.
Dr. Seuss livened up Christmas, as
well as reading. It wouldn't be Christmas
without the Grinch and the Who's all in whovill, the tall and the small. No matter how many
times I watch "How the Grinch Stole Christmas," I'm still in suspense as to whether the
Grinch's heart will grow 5 sizes or stay 2 sizes
too small.
Dr. Seuss's latest bestseller, "Oh, the
Places You'll Go, "is a graduation speech in
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which he encourages us to find the success
that lies within us. Here are some excerpts
from it: "You have brains in your head. You
have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. You're on
your own. And you know what you know.
And you are the guy who'll decide where to
go.. With your head full of brains and your
shoes full of feet, you're too smart to go down
any not so good street. . .And will you succeed? Yes! You will indeed (98 and 3/4 percent guaranteed). KID YOU'LL MOVE
MOUNTAINS! So be your name Buxbaum
or Bixby or Bray or Mordecai Ali Van Allen
O'Shea, you're off to Great Places! Today is
your day! Your mountain is waiting, so. .
.get on your way!"
So take a break from studying and
pick up a Dr. Seuss book. He lives on
through his 42 books. He thought his major
accomplishment was "getting rid of Dick
and Jane!"
RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

FOOL

E5H3
RAISING
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
ABSOLUTELY NO
INVESTMENT REQUIRED!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50
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by Kevin Gum
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Claire-voyance

Do you think the new drinking policy will affect campus drinking?

Friends and Lovers: Can You
Have it Both Ways
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor
Dear Claire:
I hope you can help me. I've fallen for one of my best friends. I've
received mixed signals that he feels the same way, so I don't know if I
should tell him. I'm afraid of losing the friendship. What should I do
- tell him and possibly ruin the friendship, or keep it to myself and never
know how he feels? — Caught in Limbo

Jen Wilkonski, '93 - It has not
affected my townhouse drinking
yet. It's an overdone and expected routine. Rules and policies are made and students proceed to have a great time.

Jim Brandt, '92 - No, because everyone will just go to the beach
instead of the townhouses, which
will just cause more problems in
the long run. Once again, the University is being reactive instead of
proactive.

Karen Guterl, '92 - No, not at all.
Students will find a way to drink
no matter what, if they want to.
The new policy will just cause
more problems with underclass
drinking in the dorms, and at the
beach.

Woman Have Lower Salary Hopes
(CPS) - Future businesswomen in college today don't
expect to make as much money as
men, and both sexes look to their
fathers when seeking career advice and approval, a recent study
shows.
Researchers at Florda
State University surveyed 159 male
an d 109 female seniors and graduate students, asking questions about

their career expectations.
What they found was that
women studying business related
fields expected to earn $10,000 to
$20,000 a year less than men when
they reach the ages of their parents.
"We were really surprised," said professor Elizabeth
Goldsmith, one of the researchers
and a professor of family, child
and consumer sciences at Florida

State. "Women's expectations
could be realistic, though, because
of the gender gap and because they
might have other concerns such as
getting married."
Women said they expected to earn between $70,000
and $80,000 while men said they
thought they would earn $80,000
and $90,000.
The study also found that
both women and
men turn to thier
fathers for encouragement with their
careers.
"We found
that fathers act as
role models for
both sexes," Goldsmith said.

Dear Limbo:
Okay, let me get this straight. You like this guy, who happens to
be one of your best friends. So what's the problem? Last I heard, one
of the bonuses of a best friend is that you can tell each other anything.
So instead of wallowing in Limbo, go out on a limb and tell him how you
feel.
Remember, life is full of risks. Sure, you can play it safe and just
stay friends. But now that you know you feel more for him than just
friendship, those feelings are just going to fester inside of you until one
day the two of you are sitting around and you respond to his, "What's on
T.V. tonight?" with, "What do you care, you clueless jerk!"
So open up your heart and pour out your innermost guts. Because
if you don't, you're eventually going to rip his head off instead of
handing him the T.V. Guide.
But first find out if he's a good kisser. Because if his sappy side
is less romantic than a punch from your brother, you're better off with
the inner torment. At least that way you won't have to laugh at him
behind his back for kissing like a dead salmon. —Claire
[Note: All letters can be sent to Claire, Box AA. Please include
your name and box number.]

New Campus Support
Group Formed
(continued from p. 5)
spent the next few weeks planning, and on Wed., Sept. 18, we had our first
official meeting. Already, the next day, great strides were made. A letter
appeared in The Mirror from Rick Flietas and Jen Formica of the Peer
Counseling Relationship Team concerning their intentions to form a support group on campus for dealing with loss. This reaffirmed for us the
urgent need for such a group, and now we at Campus Ministry and the
Peer Counseling Relationship Team have agreed to combine efforts.
For me, being part of this group has already been so exciting and
enriching. I know my story is only one case out of many, but I have shared
my experience in hopes that some of you who might also be grieving, or
who have lost a loved one, will now reach out to us.
■

START YOUR FIRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU.

9

Jim Kallio
Fairfield University "90
Assistant Buyer
Caldor, Inc.

Barbara Cieplinski
Fairfield University "90
Assistant Buyer
Caldor, Inc.

At Caldor,
Inc., our future
begins with you.
To those who
display executive
qualities - initiative,
creativity, resolve, flexibility,
and leadership, we offer our
Executive Training Program.
Designed for those who want to
excel in business, this program
provides a smooth transition from
campus life to our dynamic
organization.
Join us and learn more about how
you can start building an exciting
future with a retailing leader.

Please dropoff your resume
with the Career Planning
Center by October 4,1991,

Bring your BSN to the Army and we'll assign a
preceptor to help put you at ease.
Your preceptor will be an experienced Army Nurse
who will smooth your transition from school to practice.
With advice, counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just
by being a friend.
With your preceptor's help, you'll meet your new
challenges and rapidly move into a leadership role of
your own.
If you're a BSN candidate... or you are an RN with a
BSN.. .you'll find the rewards and responsibility you're
looking for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army
Nurse Corps Recruiter.
201-733-3496 • 733-3497
.4-426-0036 • 203-291-8036

ARMY NURSE CORPS.

Caldor is an equal opportunity employer
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FUSA MONTHLY
WHEN I WOKE is playing in
the Stag-Her tonight from 9
to 11:30 pm. This popular
campus band is composed
of recent Fairfield grads.
Check out the good tunes
tonight

Prospect House is a shelter for homeless that needs you! Every
Sunday at 5pm students are needed to help serve food to the residents of Prospect House. This service project is in celebration of
the 50th Anniversary of Fairfield U. Any clubs or individuals can
sign up to help one Sunday. The greatest gift is to give of yourself;
show people you care. YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Interested groups can contact the Campus Center Office for more
The Student Senate is proud to announce its
"Freshmen Ten" election winners:

That's right Harvest Weekend is quickly
approaching. It's time to think about
dates, dinner and dancing. The
©(ftiaofofg)® ®tf §©a@®IR© semi-formal
dance promises to be an enjoyable evening. Look for posters about ticket sales.

Tony Locascio
Kevin O'Keefe

Mai
tan
Tor
<ldi
Fiona Edwards
Amy Ezbianski
Kevin Hurley

Jodi Ross

fill

The first full Senate meeting of the new semester was held on
Tuesday, October 1. Meetings for the month will be held on Oct. 8,
Oct. 22, and Oct. 29. Fr. Aloysius Kelley will be a guest speaker at
the Oct. 22 meeting. As always, these meetings are open to the
public.

OCTOBER 1991
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

FUSA VIDEO
9PM
STAG-HER
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CLASS OF
"94 MASS

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

CIRCLE K
BLOOD DRIVE

■H

NEW ENGLAND FEST

CIRCLE K
BLOOD DRIVE

FUSA FILM SILENCE
OF THE LAMBS
7 & 9:30 Gonzaga

12

11

10
EElT)

FUSA FILM SILENCE OF
THE LAMBS
7 & 9:30 Gonzaga

SQUEEZE ticket sales begin Oct. 15 in the CC
Lobby starting at 11:00. $15 students $18
public. The opening act is the KATYDIDS.

APPALACHIAN FESTIVAL

15

13

APPALACHIAN
FESTIVAL

LASSES

21

FUSA VIDEO
9PM
STAG-HER

22
FUSA VIDEO
9PM
STAG-HER

BRUNCHTOONS
FUSA FILM
BACKDRAFT
7 & 9:30
Gonzaga

27

IRHG

when I woke
In the
Stag-Her

FUSA FILM SILENCE
OF THE LAMBS
7 & 9:30 Gonzaga

20

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

28

29
FUSA VIDEO
9PM
STAG-HER

16
THE SOUND
POETRY
READING
IN THE
STAG-HER

23
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FUSA FILM
BACKDRAFT
7 & 9:30
Gonzaga
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FUSA FILM
BACKDRAFT
7 & 9:30
Gonzaga

24

FUSA LECTURE
"HISTORY OF
HORROR" BY
RAY McNALLY
IN THE OAK
ROOM

30

19

17

HARVEST WEEKEND
SQUEEZE
CONCERT

31
FUSfl FILM:

HRLL0WEEN3
90-11pm

CHANGE OF
™NS

l

FUSR FILM:
HRLL01DEEN3
9fM 1pm

FUSA FILM:
LOST BOYS
7&9:30 Gonzaga
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Editorial/Commentary

End the Pay Gap
In an Utopian society, there is peace, no wars, everybody
is fed and clothed, the poor are cared for, good feelings abound,
transcending all ethnic and cultural groups, and women are paid
the same as men.
Are you bothered that your gender would effect the
amount of money you receive in your job, your choice of
career? Wouldn't you rather believe that years of working and
training would be enough to justify that equally talented people
could expect the same level of pay?
Some may believe this issue is akin to kicking a dead
horse, but when the average woman's salary lags nearly as far
behind the average man's salary as it did in the seventies, nearly
one half of all female workers are employed in such sectors as
administration and sales and women have yet to crash through
the glass ceiling to deserved success, this issue is of utmost
importance.
This unfair tipping of the pay scale not only hurts women
in the economic sector, but in the psychological realm as well.
The business world is reinforcing the image that women have
less worth than a man. Especially at a time when images within
music, magazines and newspapers are promoting a backlash
towards women by saying females have never had more problems, equal pay would help to tip one of the many injustices.
When the women in the Class of 1992 leave the University and enter an already recessive economy, their reality will
still be one of a gap in pay between men and women. The difference in salaries will not be unlike the difference their mothers
faced out of college. Yes, there are many more opportunities
and careers available for women today, but what is the justice
in earning less than the man you sit next to during the workday?
American women from high school through college
continue to lose footing to other women in developed nations as
they face one of the widest gender-based pay gaps.
This pay gap is an insiduous evil that not only makes it
harder for a woman to put a roof over her head, eat or invest for
the future, but devalues the contribution and potential talent of
female workers.
Such an undertone of low self-worth was evidenced in a
recent survey of 159 male and 109 female students at Florida
State University. The results reported that women studying
business-related fields expected to earn $10,000 to $20,000 a
year less than men. In a dangerous shift of thinking, they have
been conditioned to believe that women are expected to earn
less than men.
Unfortunately, these women reflect reality, as a report
conducted by the Office of Women in Higher Education of the
American Council of Education, found that while women now
make up 11 percent of all presidents of the 3,000 accredeited
colleges and universities in the United States, their median
salary was, on average, 41 percent less than the salary for male
adminstrators, according to the Association of American Colleges.
The battle for equal opportunity is yet to be won and a
new crew of young men and women need to fight for the
passage of the Equal Rights Amendment to ensure equal
opportunity is truly equal. In addition, such other proposals
such as a federal law guaranteeing maternity leave and child
care services at work are necessary and representatives and
senators must know their constituencies want such laws.
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Letters to the Editor
African-American students suffer verbal attack.
To the Editor:
Ironically, the same week
that the IRHG's declaration of
intolerance against racist attacks
appeared in The Mirror, my African-American housemates and I
encountered a racially charged
verbal attack in front of our
townhouse.
We don'tfeelitis necessary
to repeat the ugly remarks. We
have all heard them before.
Yes, this group of young

men were probably intoxicated, but
so what? No, we didn't bother to
tell security or anyone else, nor
could we identify these young men
if confronted again.
Needless to say, we were
extremely reluctant to write this
editorial because: What will it
solve? Who really cares? Would
people believe us? After all, we're
just one big happy family here at
Fairfield, right?
This is not an isolated incident, "jokes" like this one happen

often and we are just tired of ignoring them.
We fully recognize that the
actions of a few do not speak for
the entire Fairfield community.
However, do not fool yourself into
thinking that racism is limited to
Bensonhurst or Crown Heights.
Thank you.
Camiile Banks, '92
Charise Burt, '92
Bonita Thompson, '93
Analia Xavier, '93

IRHG President responds to Commentary Editor.
To the Editor:
Last week's issue of The
Mirror unfortunately included
Mark Sarro's commentary on
"Political Correctness."
The presumptions and statements he made were disgraceful.

IRHG's commitment to
diversity, as published in the September 19 issue of The Mirror,
said nothing about "Political Correctness," nor did it make any mention of establishing "speech codes"
or a "Thought Police" at Fairfield
University.

It was by no means a threat,
and if Mr. Sarro saw any "ponderous implications," then maybe he
should reevaluate the way he
"dissents." Get the message, Mark.
Chris Duffy
IRHG President

Security Department details new whistle program.
To the Editor:
Fairfield University Security Departments' Crime Prevention Unit is establishing a new
program called,r/ie Whistle Defense Safety Program. It is an ideal
program for our campus for many
reasons.
A safety whistle is more
powerful than a scream and sends
out a call for help. The sound may
frighten someone away who means
you harm and is designed to signal
your need for help. The shrill of a
whistle will alert Security Officers
and other members of the University community.
The sound also tends to
disorient an attacker. It is safe,
non-violent and cannot be used as
a weapon against you. Another
important benefit that people overlook is that carrying a whistle is a

reminder for a person to be on
guard and aware of their surroundings.
To make the program effective, the University community
must know how the program works.
If you are accosted, fear
trouble or see crime occurring,
blow the whistle, run towards a
well lighted area or where there are
people. Call the Security Department by using an Emergency
Phone, or by dialing 254-4090, or
ext. 4090.
If you hear a whistle, call
the Security Department to report
the location and nature of the
trouble. Blow your whistle if you
are in the area of where you heard
the first whistle, or saw trouble keeping a safe distance away.
It is important that our
community respect the value of
this safety tool. Using the whistles

for fun, or as a prank, will reduce
the effectiveness of the program.
Individuals who are caught using
the whistles inappropriately will
be referred to the Dean of Students
and Judicial Officer.
The program will begin
October 21, when the Security
Department will be issuing whistles
at a booth in the Campus Center
Lobby. They will also be given out
during crime prevention presentations throughout the year. Whistles
will be given out to women undergraduates.
Anyone else who wishes to
obtain a whistle should contact
Todd Pelazza in the Security Department. Posters on campus will
also give further information about
the Whistle Defense Safety Program.
Security Department

Campus Ministry, Peer Counseling offer loss support.
To the Editor:
In response to growing interest, Campus Ministry, in conjunction with the relationships team of
Peer Counseling, has started a loss
support group on campus.

On October 7,at 12:10, there
will be a Mass offered for all those
who have suffered a loss. Afterwards, all those interested in attending these meetings will gather
to discuss the next step.
If you cannot attend the

Mass, but want to attend the meetings, please call Sister Anne Flood
at extension 2767, or Carolyn
Rusiackas at extension 2669.
Sister Anne Flood
Carolyn Rusiackas

WVOF urges students to take a study break, tune in.

But if you're looking for
another CD player, WVOF opened
the year greeting the freshmen by something more tangible than
If you are bored of the tradi- blasting the quad during orienta- hearing your name mentioned on
the radio, then keep listening betional study breaks (like watching tion.
Geraldo get beat up on national
Station Manager Tim Fal- cause WVOF has many conceit
TV, or just napping), then why lon,' 93 said that WVOF has some- tickets to give away, including
don't you try something a little thing for everyone by offering a American Gladiators, Madison
different?
student-run format ranging from Square Garden, Toads', and variFairfield University's Ra- Classic Rock to New Wave.
ous concerts, plus t-shirt giveaways
dio Station, WVOF 88.5 FM, has
If you can find the time to that can make a study break well
an exciting semester on tap.
put down that Principles of Ac- worth your time.
With new improvements counting book and dial 254-4111,
implemented during this past you can talk to a D.J. and get an
James J. Siekman, '92
summer, new tape decks, and immediate request on the air.
Publicity Director
Publication Policy
.....-,...
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers. Letters (o the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box A A or to the
Mirror Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
To the Editor:

1) Letters must be relevant and timely, 2) Letters must also be typewritten with a 20-65 marg in, double spaced. 3) Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication
the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed. Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial Board will unsigned letters be published.
5) Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more general topics. 6) Leuers must be free
of personal altacks, inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of grammatical and spelling errors. 7) All announcements and other submissions must be
typewritten and received by 6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all submissions become property
of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to edit such. The Editorial
Board shall determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision is final.
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How can the administration stem the
rising tide of tension at the beach?
Start making some waves, that's how.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
It's time for the administration to take its share of blame for
the perennial problems at the beach.
Every summer, the administration sends each of us a silly
little form-letter about the problems between student and non-student residents of Fairfield beach.
And every year, it blames students
. when problems resurface (on the
first weekend back).
I guess that's their idea of the
Fairfield tradition.
Not only has the administration's (emphasis on administration's) new-and-improved alcohol
policy aggravated the situation by
all but banning kegs from the
townhouses, but it has also perpetuated problems by repeatedly
failing to stand up for the University and its students.
At a quaint meeting between
student and non-student beach
residents held just two weeks ago,
for example, (quaint because most
students found out about it the next
day) non-students droned on and
on (and on) about what a "bad
neighbor" the University is.
C'mon. These people are
pretty rich; they can't possibly be
that stupid.
While the town of Fairfield

'is
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certainly wouldn't disappear from
any maps without the University,
it clearly benefits from our presence in a number of ways.
The University has brought
thousands of consumers and millions of federal dollars to Fairfield,
and has provided the town and its
residents with an intellectual atmosphere and some degree of
prestige.
In the three-plus years that
I've been at Fairfield, however,
not once has the administration put
its foot down with these people.
Instead, it has kept its foot planted
firmly in its mouth while it bends
over backward (or, more specifically, allows itself to be bent over)
to accommodate the unreasonable
demands of Fairfield's permanent
residents.
In meeting after meeting, ar-

ticle after article, Fairfield students
are unfairly typecast (often by the
administration itself) as little more
than a bunch of rowdy kids who
terrorize the beach every weekend, drinking like fish and breaking the law at every opportunity.
And they say we watch too
much television?
Rather than lending legitimacy
to this fiction by incessantly babbling about controlling the behavior of students at the beach (implication being that we are, indeed, a
bunch of rowdy kids who...), the
University should stand firmly
behind its students, emphasizing
the many positive ways in which
we contribute to the community.
We aren't (just?) a bunch of
drunks.
We are students, studying to
become doctors, scientists, and
businessmen and women. We are
writers, musicians, and artists. We
are athletes and performers. We
are Appalatian volunteers and
mission volunteers. We are peer
tutors and peer counselors. We are
senators and justices...
We are a lot more than the
administration has made us out to
be.
Instead of betraying its pride
in students and constantly reminding us of everybody else's rights,
the administration should start

Lou Spadaccini
StaffWriter
reminding non-students of our
rights as residents (that's right, residents) of the beach.
After all, we at least have the
right to live at the beach without
always being harassed by overzealous (and apparently bored) nonstudent residents and police with
nothing better to do.
And they say we 're bad neigh-,
bors?
By blindly accepting a myopic view of its students, however,
the administration has allowed the
most basic rights of student beach
residents to be continually violated,
and has contributed to the growing
sense of frustration among students
not only toward their non-student
neighbors, but toward the administration as well.
Instead of exacerbating the
beach problem by constantly catering to the every whim of nonstudent beach residents, the administration should let them know
that their self-righteous and overlysimplistic characterization of Fairfield students is not only wrong,
but is unacceptable.
Maybe then we'll finally be
able to replace the current monologue with a true dialogue between
students and non-students at the
beach— a dialogue based on mutual respect rather than misunderstanding.

PERSPECTIVES

Does Fairfield's ranking really matter?
Anne Heckenberger
Contributing Writer

TO TAX
OR NOT
TO TAX?

Nick Ritrivi
StaffWriter

As you trudge to early first on wet grass, moisture seeps in your
Fairfield University is, quite literally, moving up in the world.
slightly broken-in shoes, and brisk salty air slaps your face. Or how
This year, US. News and World Report ranked Fairfield fourth in it
about those late nights spent in a lounge trying to accomplish at least one- annual survey of regional colleges and universities, the University's
third of your work (which was due two days ago) as the stampede of third increase in three years.
soon-to-be probational students stumble drunkenly past you, slurring
While this ranking does not include the social aspect of Fairfield and
may be considered shallow and unimportant, it has one very important
your name while reminiscing about some drinking bout.
These experiences could happen to students at many colleges, but aspect— it increases Fairfield's recognition beyond the New England
these are illustrations of life at Fairfield University— recently included region to the rest of the country.
This recognition, alone, makes Fairfield's fourth-place ranking
among the top universities in the country in The 1991 Guide to 101 ofthe
Best Values in America's Colleges and Universities.
important.
Right now, New England and the entire country is in a serious
And while we absorb the benefits of higher education, U.S. News
recession. Everyone graduating in
and World Report rankedFahfield
fourth in the region based on its
the next two years will need all the
help (and recognition) they can get
academics, faculty, finances, and
in rinding a job. Wouldn't it be
student activities and satisfaction,
nice to put down on a resume that
giving the Stags a 94.6, one-tenth
you graduated from one of the topof a point behind Villanova.
ranked universities in New EngThey must have forgotten
land?
to add in points for Billy Joel.
Not that U.S. News and World
Nearly 1400 four-year colReport is the definitive source on
leges and universities were inAmerica's best colleges and unicluded, comprising fourteen groups
versities, and not that the criteria
of schools categorized by size,
used in its survey are a true measlocation, range of programs, types
ure of their performance. But this
of degrees offered and dollar
rank gives everybody here that
amount of campus research.
much more of an advantage in
No extra points for campus
finding a job after we graduate
geese, but also no penalty for an
from Fairfield.
infirmary so far away that someSo stop complaining about
one could die trying to get there.
New facilities like the Quick Center, pictured here, have contributed
what the rank is based on, and take
The validity of both rank- to Fairfield's growing reputation outside of New England.
it for what it's worth— recognition
ing is uncertain. I am told that
Fairfield's inclusion in The 1991 Guide to 101 of the Best Values in in the collegiate and business community. The fact that we go to a wellAmerica's Colleges and Universities was based on a questionnaire com- known university with a good academic reputation is what's going to get
pleted by Murray Farber, director of Public Relations. This is becoming us jobs. Why do you think so many people go to Ivy League schools?
For the fun of it? No, they go because of the reputation and recognition.
one of those things that make you say hmm.
Those schools aren't any more challenging than Fairfield. But
But I think both surveys missed a few aspects of Fairfield.
How about the fictitious Campion radio station which has been because of consistently high rankings in surveys like the one in U.S.
known to spice up life in the Quad? An A for creativity. Or MadDog the News and World Report, they have gained recognition and have given
infamous shuttle-bus driver who defies Newton's laws by driving on two their students a very big advantage in getting jobs and getting into
wheels? Fairfield beach and its exemplary student life must be the graduate school.
While Fairfield still rates lower than schools like Villanova and
highest scorer, and the townhouses riding on their tail. And then, of
course, there is the popular freshman housing policy, earning an A+ in Alfred University (Alfred University?), its consistent climb in the survey
provides us with an advantage over our competitors.
vindictive speech and bitter debate.
Be glad that we were ranked as high as we were, and hope we stay
David Wilson, editor of The 1991 Guide, commented that Fairthere for a few more years. One of the most important aspects of a
field "achieved the highest scores possible in every category."
University is its reputation. Ours is growing every year.
Then why aren't we number one?

After months of fighting,
Governor Weicker and his friends
in the legislature finally got their
way.
Connecticut residents, already suffering the effects of a
recession, now have to give 4.5
percent of their paychecks to the
state, and they still have to pay a
slightly lower, but vastly expanded,
sales tax.
Connecticut politicians, in
their usual fashion, approached the
budget crisis from the wrong angle.
Spending reform, not tax reform
should have been their goal. In the
last ten years, the state budget has
risen by an incredible 170 percent,
with spending increases of nearly
15 percent annually.
Despite these sobering
numbers, the new 1991-92 budget
will actually increase spending
even further.
Supporters emphasize that
the rationale behind this budget of
reformed tax policies is that it will
attract new businesses and benefit
existing ones. It is true that corporate and investment taxes are lower
under this plan, but a state income
tax will put pressure on business to
raise employee salaries.
Workers will want raises to
compensate for lost income and
businesses will be left indirectly
shouldering the state's tax burden.
Under the new system, businesses
will also have to pay taxes on a
wide range of services, including
accounting, which were previously
exempt from taxation.
Another major selling point
of the tax reform concept is a reduction of the sales tax from 8
percent to 6.5 percent. Though
intended to boost retail sales, this
gimmick will not succeed.
After a state income tax
chops 4.5 percent off someone's
salary, that consumer is not going
to have the extra income to buy
more goods regardless of how low
the sales tax is. Besides, the new
sales tax is expanded to previously
untaxed items such as auto repairs
and home improvements.
Perhaps the biggest myth
behind this budget is the contention that it fairly distributes the tax
burden. While low income residents will pay slightly lower taxes,
those in the middle and higher
income brackets will see their taxes
increase by thousands of dollars.
This hardly seems fair considering that this group also falls
into the 31 percent federal income
tax bracket, paying numerous other
taxes on all government levels.
Is our goal to make Connecticut's tax system more progressive or is it to put this state
back on solid economic footing?
Don't forget that it is the
people in the middle and higher
income brackets who buy most
new homes, make investments and
start businesses. These areas, along
with work ethic and savings, will
definitely suffer as a result of the
income tax.
It is possible for Connecticut to balance its budget and meet
public needs without initiating a
state income tax. It's time for our
leaders to realize that excess spending put this state in debt and spending reform is the only way to get it
out.
This new income tax budget
not only ignores Connecticut's real
problems, but also chokes economic growth and prolongs recession.
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ON THE SOAPBOX

Money for nothing?
Diana Cortese
Guest Columnist

Going back to the Gulf?
President Bush, defending U.N., or U.S., interests?
"home-front" (probably the only
chance they have to win). Another
military assault will once again
relegate these issues to second place
Well, it looks like everystatus where they will eventually
body ' s favorite, toe Gulf war, might
be forgotten.
be getting a sequel (after all, the
Next thing you know, Bush
first one did just great at the box
is in for another term. Mission
office and drew mass critical appeal). And to think it's coming out
accomplished.
There's little doubt that
so close on the heels of the original
George also wants to acto boot.
complish toe objective that
I don't even think
was left unfulfilled in the
we've finished cleaning up
last war— the removal of
all the confetti from the
victory parades yet. Of
Saddam Hussein from ofcourse, I'm referring to
fice (and, most likely, from
Desert Storm II: Revenge
life as well).
I suppose his rationof the U.N. Inspectors.
With all of the turale is that if we don't do the
job now, Saddam will conmoil going on in (what used
tinue to be a thorn in Amerto be) the Soviet Union, I
ica's side. What ever hapguess we forgot all about
those U.N. inspecotrs in
pened to the good of days
when, if the U.S. wanted to
Iraq who are constantly
get rid of a world leader,
being barred from viewing
Saddam' s nuclear and biothere would be a CIAlogical weapon capability.
backed coup?
If Bush is, indeed,
But now that everything
going to send U.S. troops
with Gorby appears to be
settled, President Bush has
back to the Gulf for such
announced that he will use
reasons, more needless
American deaths will retoe U.S. military to force
Saddam into complying
sult.
with U.N. regulations.
If we'd really be
Of course, a fullgoing back to help out the
scale conflict is the "worst
U.N. and stop a worldwide
case scenario." The Presi- A Gulf war veteran visits the Vietnam wall after nuclear threat, why have
dent is absolutely sure that last summer's victory parade.
no other U.N. nations ofSaddam will back down when con- out how much Godless foreign fered military support to the Presifronted with superior U.S. fire- aggression the U.S. military is dent's effort? A nuclear bomb
power (right, just like he did the going to suppress this month?
would certinly be an overwhelmNot to mention, there's an ing threat to them as well.
first time).
I suspect, however, that Mr. election year is coming up in which
Could it be that this conflict
Bush has a couple of ulterior mo- Democrats are sure to bring up his isn'taboutU.N. interests, butratoer
tives for getting involved in an- failure to confront problems on toe U.S. interests?
Peter Pizzola
Staff Writer

It's an understatement to
say that most college students
are almost always short on cash.
So why is it that the University
seems to think that its students
have money to burn?
On the first day of an English class last month, I was instructed to buy five floppy disks.
My first thought was, we have to
buy them, but I eventually managed to part with the five dollars. Again on the third day of class, I
was told to buy another disk, so I dug into my wallet once again, but
this time I was really peeved.
When I brought my complaint to some of my floormates,
however, they didn't want to hear ?Hout my piddly $6.50 loss; they
had it much worse.
Alloftiiiseotme *'i>fimang ju*c how much money is this
school milking us for?
Let's start with toe oasics: Tuition is up to $12,000 (compared
to $9100 when the Class of 1992 were freshmen), and room and board
is an additional $6000 (compared with $4500 three years ago) for a
grand'total of $ 18,000 a year. Not bad... plus a Student Fee of $250.
Okay, fine.
But just when we've scrounged up every last cent to pay the first
semester bill and we think we're done, we're hit again— books. I
spent roughly $325 for mine and was later told that was a good price
(relatively, that is). Among these books were study guides (nonreturnable, of course) and overpriced dictionaries.
Keep in mind this is only the first semester.
Well with books bought, we're really set, right? No chance.
My roommate had to pay a $250 lab fee because of her major,
on top of the (foot-long) shopping list complete with dissecting kit
and several other things, totaling close to $70.
Excuse me, but what was toe lab fee for in toe first place?
Some other students had to buy a $70 graphic calculatorsomething they might actually use again after class.
None of this even includes all of the other rip-off expenses like
carpets, refrigerators and phone installations, not to mention the most
crucial necessities: t-shirts, pizza, etc.
Fairfield is a great school, and I like it a lot. But every time I
turn around, someone sneaks up and picks my pockets. It just makes
me wonder what my $12,000 tuition check is going toward.
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other conflict.
First of all, it will justify the
aggressive foreign policy he seems
to love so much and will distract
the American people from all of
the relevant domestic problems
here at home.
Who will want to read about
low SAT scores and high unemployment rates when we can find

Quoted This Week
"I don't have time to grow a beard."
-a student, overheard in line at toe cafeteria.
"There's a difference between having sex and making love."
-from toe diary of Doogie Howser, MD. Faithfully submitted by Doug Boccuzzi, '92.
"Old Jets don't die. They go to Philadelphia."
-Anthony Martini, '92, on former New York Jet, Pat Ryan, substituting for Eagles quarterback,
Jim McMahon, who was injured in Monday night's loss against the Washington Redskins.

Do you have an interesting quote? Send it, along with the context in which it was said, to The Mirror
at Box AA, or drop it by our office on Gonzaga ground.

FAIRFIELDUNIYERSITY
SECURITY POLICY STATEMENT
In response to Public Act No. 90-259 and Public Law 101-542, as amended, the following is
a summary of Fairfield University's Security Department policies and procedures.
The Security Department is authorized by Fairfield University to prevent, investigate, and
report any violations of State or Federal Law and/or University regulations on campus. Student
behavior which violates State or Federal Law and/or University regulations or which occurs
within residence hall facilities may also be investigated and reported by authorized staff of the
Division of Student Services. The Security Department works closely with the Division of
Student Services in the investigation of reported violations..
Any student, faculty member or employee of Fairfield University should directly report any
potential criminal act or other emergency to any officer or representative of the Security
Department. Dial extension 4090 or 254-4090 for immediate assistance. Upon receipt of the
call, Security officers are dispatched to the site, an investigation is conducted and appropriate
action taken. In addition, the Security Department works closely with the Town of Fairfield
Police Department to investigate any crime.
The Security Department is a proprietary organization with approximately twenty officers.
These officers must graduate from the ""Certified Officers' Training Program" conducted by
R.E.B. Security Training Inc. The program exceeds the standards established by the National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals.' Officers conduct foot and
vehicular patrols of the campus and resident areas 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Fairfield University enforces drug and alcohol regulations as required in the Drug Free Schools
and Communities Act of 1988 and Amendments of 1989. The unlawful possession, use or
distribution of alcohol by employees on University property or as part of any University activity
is prohibited. Only under those conditions clearly stipulated by University guidelines is the

possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages by students twenty-one years of age and older
permitted. If more information is desired, please contact Student Services and/orthe Office of Human
Resources for a copy of the Alcohol and Substance Abuse policy. Illegal drugs and drug paraphernalia
are prohibited on the grounds of the University. Illegal actions involving drugs are also in violation
of University regulation. Therefore, any employee or student engaging in such illegal action will be
subject to disciplinary procedures, which could result in sanctions, including termination, suspension
or expulsion. In addition, the use and/or possession of weapons of any type, except those in possession
of the Security Department or a bona fide enforcement agency, are not permitted on campus.
Students, faculty and employees of Fairfield University have access to academic, recreational, and
administrative facilities on campus. Access to residence halls, however, is limited to students and their
guests, according to University procedures described in the Residence Life Booklet. Access to the
residence halls by University employees is on an "as-needed" basis pursuant to key and access control
procedures. The general public may attend cultural and recreational events on campus with their access
limited only to the facilities in which these events are held.
Security and safety programs for students begin at Freshman Orientation and continue throughout the
year at resident hall floor programs in cooperation with the Department of Residence Life. Security
programs are given at employee orientations for new employees and at "Brown Bag" lunch programs
for faculty and staff. The University is a member of the National Crime Prevention Institute, and uses
resources provided by the National Crime Prevention Council.
Uniform crime reports prepared in accordance with the requirement of Public Act No. 90-259 are
maintained by Fairfield University and are available upon written request. For these reports or further
information about campus safety and security please contact the Director of Security, Fairfield
University, 1073 North Benson Road, Fairfield, CT 06430-7524 or phone (203) 254-4090.
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How To Get to
Sexame Street

New Dramatic Musical at
the Quick
Beth Scribner
Staff Writer

Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
She was the kind of
blonde that would make a priest
kick a hole in a stained glass
window - and boy, did she know
it. She had a body that wouldn't
quit - it wouldn't even take a
coffee break.
Brazenly, she sauntered
past Max's Fixit Shop, past
Cookie Monster and Slimy the
Worm. Snuffaluffagus' trunk stood on end as she passed by. Her chest
jumped from the front of her dress like two fat guys who just stepped
on a nail. One look at her and Grover the waiter dropped his tray on
the bald guy whose order he never got right. "If Mr. Hooper wasn't
dead already," Maria spoke in sign language to Gordon, "this would
have killed him."
This may be "Sesame Street" in five years. Why not, with the
direction TV is going in these days? Kids today are having sex at a
younger age than ever before, and the networks are catering to their
interest by making their favorite TV characters sexually active.
As many of you already know, young Dr. Howser did it
"Doogie-style" last Tuesday. For those of you who don't know,
"Doogie Howser, MD" is a show about a teenage genius who works
as a doctor. Written with warmth and humor and co-created by
Stephen Bochco ("Hill Street Blues",) it is one of the classiest shows
on TV. With its young characters and appealing time slot (Tuesday,
9 p.m.) the show has built up a big teenage audience.
Wary of millions of fourteen year-olds with Clearasil in one
hand and the remote control in the other, Doogie's writers know that
to keep the show popular, they have to talk the language of American
teens, to address the topics that interest them. And, as any fourteen
year-old boy could tell you (if you could wrestle him out of the bathroom long enough to talk to him,) the subject of interest is sex. So
Doogie lost his virginity last Tuesday.
Brenda Walsh also lost hers recently. Brenda (Shannen
Doherty) is the star of the most popular program among teens today:
Fox's "Beverly Hills, 90120." The show is about California high
schoolers, and Brenda is the idol of a throng of teenage girls. Brenda
gave herself away to her boyfriend Dylan because she was worried
that a rival sexually-active girl would lure him away. Doogie felt that
having sex would make him a man. At the end of their respective
shows, both were a little disappointed.
So what kind of message are these shows sending to their
young fans? Well, a very good one. Teenagers today often feel that
having sex will make them into true men and women. Their TV
counterparts are-telling them that that is not always the case, that it is
more important to be true to oneself than to compromise oneself for
another.
And for those teens in TV land who are absolutely sure that
sex is for them, both Doogie and Brenda made sure to remind them to
use contraceptives.
That's doctor's orders.

If you've been to Appalachia, if you 're thinking of going
or if you've ever wondered what
the Appalachian culture is all about,
next Thursday night's production
of Leaving Egypt is a play you've
got to see.
Leaving Egypt is written and
performed by three actors from
Appalachia. Their company is
called Roadside Theater and is
based in the central Appalachian
coalfields of southwesternyirginia
and eastern Kentucky. The thirteen member ensemble has toured
all over the US and has been featured at international theater festivals in Los Angeles, Seattle, Sweden and London, among other
cultural metropolises.
Set in 1969, Leaving Egypt
is a dramatic musical about a family dealing with the inevitable loss
of their Appalachian homeland. It
focuses on the relationships between a grandfather, set in his traditional ways, his granddaughter,
recently returned from hard times
in Dayton, Ohio, and his nephew,
just back from combat duty in
Vietnam. According to a Santa
Barbara News Press review, the
story "combines down home humor
and wit with some raw moments of
scarring emotion."
The recent history of central Appalachia figures heavily into
Roadside Theatre's work. For the
past 60 years, the region's economy has relied on a single industry, coal, that has regularly undergone a cycle of boom and bust. The
unemployment rate is close to 45 %
and as much as thirty percent of
family incomes in many counties
are below the poverty level.
Although presently the
economy of the coalfields is depressed, the culture remains resilent. Ron Short, the author of
"Leaving Egypt", believes that by
affirming and celebrating the
Appalachian culture and by docu-,
menting the region's history, Road-

"Dead Again": A Masterpiece
Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and Enter
tainment Editor
For me, there is. nothing
more irritating than going out to
watch a movie whose structure is
composed almost entirely of cliches. Nowadays, most films contain plots which are so predictable
and obvious, that even the simplest, average movie goer could
intuitively foretell what will happen at the climax.
Because of this, I have
developed a special affinity for
cinematic works that strive for
originality. It is quite refreshing to
watch a movie, particularly a
thriller, in which the audience has
no clue as to what will happen
next. Kenneth Branagh's magnificent new murder mystery, "Dead
Again," falls in this elite category.
"Dead Again" is only the 29
year old Brangh's second film (the
first being his stunning interpretation of Shakespeare's Hem
but he,already seems to have rnasvions
■
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portant, Branagh never gets bogged
down into giving us too much
superfluous information about the
characters and plot. He simply lets
the movie flow so that we leam
about its characters through a gradual, slow moving process. As a
result, we have a more difficult
time guessing at who the killer
might be because everyone on
screen appears mysterious. It is
truly terrific filmmaking.
Branagh protrays Mike
Church, a private eye who has been
to observe the behavior
■ oman who has been sufferear nightn.
Thro
Church dis

ers that the woman is reliving the
trauma of her murder in a previous
lifetime. Trouble begins to brew
when Church falls in love with the
girl only to learn that he too might
have been involved in this unsolved
homicide which occurred fifty
years ago. The remainder of the
film tries to unravel what really
happened on that fateful night.
What makes "Dead Again"
so great is its ascension over most
other thrillers. It is exciting, scary,
fascinating, and completely unpredictable. In addition to all of these
qualities, the film is also quite
thought provoking in terms of the
existence of an afterlife. Is there
really incarnation after death?
"Dead Again" illustrates that the
answer could very well be "yes."
Branagh is outstanding in a
double role. He plays the American detective as well as the English
murder suspect of the past (in flashback, of course). Derek Jacobi,
Andy Garcia, and Robin Williams
idd memorable supporting
performances;
uably
"'Dead Agai
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Roadside Theater perfroms its original production, "Leaving
Egypt."
photo: PR
side Theatre can help address economic and social problems brought
on by the inescapable change of
modern times. Short plays the part
of the wise old storytelling grandfather in this production. He has
written three of Roadside's touring
plays as well as a solo LP, "Cities
of Gold".
Joining Short are Kim Neal
Cole as the granddaughter, and
Tommy Bledsoe is well known for
his work with the musical group
Wry Straw and the Home Folks,
and has released the LP, "Twins"
on the Swallow label. All three
actors were born in southwestern
Virginia.
The Los Angeles Times said
of the theatre, "There was nothing
watered down about Roadside
Theater. They swept into their
unlikely performance space like a
blast of fresh mountain air."
The show is about 2 hours
long with a fifteen minute intermission. Performances on October 12 and 14, Thursday and Saturday, at 8 PM coincide with the two
day Appalachian Festival over

Columbus Day weekend. Tickets
are available through the Quick
Center Box Office for $18, $15,
and $12. $2 student discounts apply
and $5 student rush tickets will be
available on the day of the performance.
Other Quick events:
The Quick Center begins its
"Evenings of Music" series on
Saturday night, October 5 at 8 PM
with The New England Bach Festival. Under the direction of the
inspirational Blanche Honegger
Moyse, the chorale, orchestra and
soloists will perform "Bach B
minor mass." Tickets are available at the Quick Center box office
for $18, $15 and $12. $2 student
discounts and $5 student rush tickets are available.
Dr. Daniel Callahan, Director of Hastings Center and author
will lecture on the Quick
Center Kelley Main Stage on
Tuesday night October 8 at 7:30
PM. His topic will be "Technologies: Servant of Master in Health
Care - Dilemmas of the Health
Care System." Admission is free.

For Guns N' Roses,
II is Better Than I
Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
As promised last week, here
is a review of the other Guns n'
Roses album, Use Your Illusion I.
I'm sorry - to say that it is very
disappointing, and pales in comparison to Use Your Illusion II.
This album as a whole contains a lot more obscenity than //.
Song* such as "Dust n' Bones,"
'Bad Obsession" and "Back Off
Bitch" contain language which is
usually only strung together after dropping something very heavy on
one's toe. Seriously, "Back Off.." is a weak song with the title being
repeated over and over throughout the song. "Dust n' Bones," which
is sung by Izzy (the rhythm guitar player), isn't as bad but also has weak
lyrics. The track "Bad Obsession" would be a good "smoky bar" tune
if it was less profane.
There are a couple good tracks on this album, however. "Don't
Cry" is a fantastic slow song and "You Ain't The First" is almost a waltz
it's a solid song, but it doesn't fit in on the album. Their best song on
this album is the eight minute long "November Rain." They program
bn extremely nice sounding orchestra part, and the last two minutes
e talent-wise.
mtaui, some famili
"Don'! ;
many Gin L
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Rodin Sculpture Arrives at Quick
PR - The Walsh Gallery at
Fairfield University has acquired
on loan a bronze statue created by
Auguste Rodin, one of the most
prolific sculptors in history, of
French author Balzac, a work of art
that was surrounded by criticism
and acclaim for almost 100 years.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, director of the gallery, located in the
university's Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts, announced the
42 inch high statue is on loan for a
year from the Iris and B. Gerald
Cantor Foundation. The sculpture
is installed in the lobby of the Quick
Center to allow maximum visibility during its upcoming year of
public lectures, concerts, and theatre productions.
Signed by Rodin, the statue
depicts Balzac, the author of "The
Human Comedy," swathed in the
robes of a Dominican Monk.
Dr. Eliasoph commented
that B. Gerald Cantor's commitment to the art of Rodin has played
a major role in fostering an appreciation of Rodin's art. Since 1954,
Mr. Cantor has donated over 155
works by Rodin to Stanford University and commissioned casts of
large-scale works by Rodin in the
lost-wax process for the Metropolitan Museum in New York and
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Entertainment News
Maggie Hart
Staff Writer
In the News:
The arts and entertainment
world is mourning the loss of
three pioneers this week. Theodor S. Geisel, better known as
Dr. Seuss, died last Wednesday.
Geisel, who wrote such classic
children's books as Green Eggs
and Ham, The Cat in the Hat and
The Grinch Who Stole Christmas, will be remembered through his
legacy to children everywhere.
Jazz great Miles Davis died last Saturday of pneumonia and a
stroke. The 65-year-old brought jazz music into the mainstream of
America.
In London, there will be a memorial service for filmmaker Sir
David Lean, who died last April. Lean, director of "The Bridge on the
River Kwai," "Doctor Zhivago" and "Lawrence of Arabia," will be
remembered by friends, family and colleagues at St. Paul's Cathedral.

Dr. Philip Eliasoph stands beside a bronze sculpture by Rodin
photo: PR
for the National Gallery in Washington, DC, and donated works by
Rodin to more than 70 institutions.
The statue at the Quick
Center is a bronze original cast by
the Rudier Foundry in France, part
of the preparatory studies for a 10foot high B alzac Monument which
stands today at the Boulevards

Raspail and Montparnasse in Paris.
Although Rodin in bestknown by many for his sculptures
"The Thinker" and "The Kiss,"
many regard "the Balzac Monument" as his most daring, even
though it was rejected by the
committee that originally commissioned it.
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Dr. Eliasoph
added, "I am
pleased that the
Walsh Gallery successfully won the
privilege to receive
'Balzac in Dominican Robe.' Other
colleges actively
bid for the loan.
This is certainly the
most important
sculpture
ever
placed on the Fairfield campus and
we are appreciative
to the Cantor Foundation." "A Rodin
bronze is a prized
opportunity for
study by our students in the Fine
Arts Department's
classes. In one fell
swoop the French
Master has defined
the classical tradition of bronze casting while energizing the technique
with his modernistic vision," Dr.
Eliasoph added.

T.V. Tidbits:
"Doogie Howser" fans got a big surprise on last week's episode - he gives a new meaning to "getting ready for college!"
Twiggy Lawson, ultra-thin model of the '60s, is back on primetime T.V. She plays an ex-princess'in the new CBS series "Princesses," which airs Fridays at 8 p.m.
T.V. movies and miniseries to watch for this fall include
Danielle Steele's "Palomino" on NBC, "I Still Dream of Jeannie," in
which a widowed Barbara Eden must find a new master or return to'
Mesopotamia forever, Roseanne Arnold (formerly Barr) playing
football in "Backfield in Motion," an ABC movie about a single mom
who starts a woman's football team, and "Dynasty - The Miniseries"
on ABC.
For those of you who belt out "You got to know when to hold
'em/ know when to fold 'em..." after a good night, check out Kenny
Rogers as a cardshark in "The Luck of the Draw: The Gambler
Returns" on NBC.
Movies:
River Phoenix is definitely the actor of the week. Both "My
Own Private Idaho," starring Phoenix and Keanu Reeves, and "Dogfight," with River, opened this week. Other newly released movies are
"Rambling Rose," with "Wild at Heart's" Laura Dern and Robert
Du vail, a Broadway play turned film called "The Search for Intelligent
Life in the Universe" with Lily Tomlin. and "Deceived " starring
Goldie Hawn.
A new film adaptation of Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights is
underway. The movie, directed by Peter Kosminsky, stars Juliette
Binoche and Ralph Fiennes.
Director Robert "M*A*S*H" Altman got lots of help with his
new movie "The Player," a Hollywood satire. For a ritzy party scene,
Altman got stars like Cher, Belinda Carlisle, Young MC, Nick
Nolte, John Stamos and Roseanna Arquette to play themselves for
a night. "The Player" stars Peter Gallagher, Greta Sacchi, Tim
Robbins, and Vincent D'Onofrio.
Music:
Keith Richards, Van Morrison and Carlos Santana make
guest appearances on blues great John Lee Hooker's new album, "Mr.
Lucky."
Other new albums are in stores from Public Enemy, The
Fabulois Thunderbirds and David Bowie's Tin Machine.
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HOURS:
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Suspense Author Mary Higgins
Clark Does It Again
Janine Mees
Contributing Writer
Suspense-horror author
Mary Higgins Clark has enjoyed
previous smashes like When A
Stranger Calls and Where Are the
Children? She has hit the mark
again with her newest best seller,
Loves Music, Loves to Dance. In
Clark's experienced hands, Loves
quickly becomes a very compelling suspense novel, as she knows
how to reveal strands of plot in a
way that keeps the audience guessing.
Right from the start, Clark
pulls the reader into the warped
reality of a serial killer. She has
incredible perception, a trait which
allows her to reveal both the cowardly and heroic qualities of her
characters.
This element of her writing style makes challenging and
^intriguing for the reader to choose
the culprit from among her welldrawn characters.
Loves Music, Loves to
Dance is a psychological thriller, a
murder mystery involving a serial
killer. The book begins with an
unsettling internal conflict which

later expands at the expense of an
increasing number of strangled
young women.
The serial killer is a sexual deviant plagued by a bizarre
childhood and a thirst for revenge.
The vengeance he longs for involves a rejection that occurred
fifteen years ago and a bizarre love
for ballroom dancing.
Clark's heroine Darcy
Scott has convinced her long time
friend Erin Kelley to help their
mutual friend with her research
project. The project focuses on the
types of people who answer personal ads.
Before long, what seems
to be several harmless dinner dates

Upcoming October titles
include: the long-awaited Harlot's
Ghost by Norman Mailer, Brotherly Love by Paris Trout author
Pete Dexter, a spy thriller from
Frederick Day of the Jackal Forsy the, called The Deciever, and the
poignant Blue River by Ethan
Canin.

(AP) - The 16 year-old Museum of Television and Radio
started life anew last September 12 in a 17-story home it calls its own.
Three years in the making, costing $50 million and located on
West 52nd Street next to the old 21 Club where the swells hang out, it's
a state- of-the-art historical center for those who want to see and hear
yesteryear.
The museum has two theaters, one with 90 seats, the other with
200, each with a pah of cameras used to record various seminars on
broadcasting. There also is a listening room for radio fans.
Two 50-seat screening rooms will be used on weekday mornings for school groups, and there's a radio studio from which broadcasts can be made, according to the museum's president, Robert M.
Bastcha.
Those who want to pick their own shows, after paying a
suggested $5 donation, can plop themselves down at one of 78 radioTV consoles - another 18 are set aside for scholars - and needn't worry
about stacks of cassettes.
The consoles are linked to the museum's basement library.
After making selections on a computer, visitors sit at the consoles and
punch in the numbers of desired programs.
A mechanical cassette-fetcher in the basement does its thing,
and you get your entertainment, or an expose from "A Current Affair,"
or something more formal, like Edward R. Murrow's devastating
documentary on Sen. Joseph McCarthy.
The new building will provide a veritable treasure trove both
for civilians who want to look back at the past and serious students of
broadcasting. The museum's hours are from noon to 6 p.m. Tuesdays
through Sundays (from noon to 8 p.m. on Thursdays).
Batscha said its library will contain tapes of 15,000 radio
shows, 25,000TV shows, and, yes, commercials, 10,000of tem. Some
go back all the way to what philosopher Gray Owens calls "the golden
age of radio."

New Releases
THE FISHER KING
Enjoy the fun-house performances of Robin Williams and Jeff Bridges while you can in
this wacky, eccentric comedy directed by Terry Gilliam of "Monty Python" fame. But,
alas, the whimsical tale is essentially convoluted, rambling and cluttered. Bridges plays a
fallen, acid-tongued talk-show host who seeks redemption in the company of Williams'
character, an unbalanced street person. Together, they seek a mythical Holy Grail amid the
concrete canyons of Manhattan. (R) FAIR COMEDY DIR-Terry Gilliam LEAD-Jeff
Bridges RT-137 mins. (Profanity, brief nudity).

ACADEMIC AID FINDERS
For Mora Info. Call or Contact:

Constance Copeland
Academic Aid Finders
195 Roydon Road
New Haven Ct. 06511
MATCHING SERVICE

LATE FOR DINNER
This quirky, latter-day "Rip Van Winkle" tale fails to sustain consistent humor or drama.
Two brothers-in-law (Brian Wimmer and Peter Berg) thaw out from a 29-year cryogenic
experiment and are aghast at the changes in society. The gentle comic approach initially
is amusing, but the pace crawls when the film portrays the time-travelers' attempts to
resume their long-abandoned family relationship. (PG) FAIR COMEDY DIR-W.D.
Richter LEAD-Brian Wimmer RT-89 mins. (Mild profanity).
LIVIN' LARGE
Strained racial satire about a young black man who becomes successful by selling out to
the white establishment. T.C. Carson plays the spirited youth who unexpectedly becomes
a TV news celebrity. He projects much exuberance in the giddy role. But the farce
eventually deteriorates into a cynical view of achievement in a white-dominated environment. Lisa Arrindell co-stars as the object of the young man's affection. (R) FAIR
COMEDY DIR-Michael Schultz LEAD-T.C. Carson RT-96 mins. (Profanity).
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TV/Radio Museum
Beginning New Life

evolves into a deadly game of deceit
and murder.
When Erin Kelley' s body
is found on a Manhattan pier, Darcy
Scott is driven to find Erin's killer
before he can strike again. The
author, Clark, weaves intricate
relationships of fate, circumstance,
and coincidence that bring Darcy' s
personal search to a riveting climax, which will leave the reader
guessing until the very end.
Fans of the author will be
delighted to hit the Dance floor
with Mrs. Clark again, and those
who enjoyed Thomas Harris' recent bestsellers Red Dragon and
Silence of the Lambs will enjoy
this book as well.
Coming soon: reviews of
Scarlett: the Sequel to Gone With
the Wind, and Stephen King's
Needful Things.

CA$H
FOR
COLLEGE
Service guarantees to find
at least 6 (and up to 25)
sources Of financial aid for
which the student qualifies.
If 6 sources cannot be found,
the fee will be refunded
along with any sources of
aid found. Take advantage
of this unique service today!
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Arts and Entertainment

The Late, Great Frank Capra's
Best On Video

Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and Enter
tainment Editor

Although he made movies
in various moods and genres - war
documentaries, Oriental fantasies,
romantic comedies - everyone
always knew what the basic theme
of a Frank Capra film was: a fair
shake for the little guy.
The recently deceased
Capra was born in Sicily in 1897.
Brought to America as one of seven
Sicilian children, Capra helped
support his family throughout his
childhood. He virtually begged
his way into the film industry as a
means of finding a job in 1922.
Once employed by the
movie industry, Capra fell in love
with the art of directing. In a span
of eight years, he directed over
twenty films, but it wasn't until
1934, when he got his first big
break with "It Happened One
Night."
The romantic comedy starring Clark Gable and Claudette
Colbert became the first film to
ever win Oscars for all of the major
categories (only 1975's "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" would
duplicate that feat.) More importantly, America received its first
significant taste of Capra's softheartedness.
No matter what type of film
he made, there was no mistaking
the consistent political attitude
which Capra wove into all of his

movies. The underlying notion
was that simple American virtues
should and would triumph in the
end over huge, mindless power.
Even today, "It's a Wonderful Life" (Capra's favorite of
all his films) is a landmark movie
depicting the kind of personal transformation which Capra felt that
every man should be capable of
whenever he is in dire straits.
This film, which preaches
theconviction that man can be given
a second chance to make good, has
become a legendary cinema classic.
A recipient of serveral
Oscars, the late Frank Capra will
always be remembered as one of
the greatest directors to ever work
in the medium of film.
Here are three noteworthy
Capra films available on video:
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town Voted Best Picture by the New
York Film Critics in 1936, this
comedy won Capra one of his many
Academy Awards. Gary Cooper

stars as Langfella Deeds, a small
town Vermont poet who inherits
$20 Million from his late uncle,
and finds his world turned topsyturvy by his new fortune.
Since he is so humble and
generous when it comes to giving
away his wealth, he is accused of
being simpleminded by those who
would prefer to manipulate his
money themselves.
The film succeeds both as a
comedy, and as a detailed depiction of the Depression Era of the
30s.
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington - This is among the best of
Capra's comedy/dramas. Jimmy
Stewart portrays a forthright freshman senator who encounters corruption in the nation's capital. It's
an inspiring portrait of how elected
officials ought to behave.
Stewart's naive, clumsy
character is an interesting contrast
to Claude Rains, who plays a more
sophisticated and manipulative
political figure. This contrast
enhances Capra's theme of the
ordinary person's victory over the
corrupt elite.
You Can't Take it With
You - Fireworks occur when a
poor, eccentric family and a rich,
conservative family are united by
the engagement of their daughter
and son.
Capra adds dimension to
the characters, as well as a touch of
serious philosophizing to make this
a warm and exhilarating comedy.
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New Guns Nf Roses
Disappoints
(continued from p. 13)

as "One in a Million" off their Lies album.
The band does have a nice collaboration with Alice Cooper
entitled "The Garden." The verses are handed back and forth from Axl
to Alice. Other than the few bright spots that I noted, this album can't
even stand up to Use Your Illusion II. To make the album even worse,
Guns ruins a great Paul McCartney song, "Live and Let Die." Axl's
nasal whine just can't handle tough vocal situations.
A disappointing two stars
As a side note, remember that the University offers a lot of good
live music - take advantage of this. When I Woke (see last week's
paper) is playing the Stag-her October 3, they also have an album
available in the bookstore. Those Melvins have played Fairfield twice
(Oak Room and Dolan), they are hysterical in concert and not bad on
tape either. Check out the other bands also, you may find a winner.
In regards to this column, if any reader has a comment or a
suggestion for review (new albums only), leave a note in box 477.
Please include your box # and name. (It would also help if you have
the album).
Next Week: Mariah Carey's Emotions

Siochain Theatre Co.
Presents "Hound"
PR - The Siochain Theatre Company of New Haven is presenting "The Hound of the Baskervilles" developed for the stage from the
novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The production is being directed by
Tim Moore. Performances are at 8 p.m. on October 17,18,19,24,26,31,
Nov. 1 and 2 as well as a 2 p.m. matinee on Sunday October 27.
All shows will be at "The Performance Studio" in downtown
New Haven at 986 Chapel Street across from the green. Tickets are $7
for Thursday and Sunday performances and $8.00 each for Friday and
Saturday evening performances.
This is the Siochain Theatre Company's first production of the
season. It will be followed by Shakespeare's tragedy of "King Lear"; a
world premiere of the chilling drama "The Fire Time" by artistic director
Charles Cowles; and the season will close with Sheridan's romantic
comedy, "The Rivals." Watch for dates, times and places.
The info line for the Company is 387-9124.

NEW ENGLAND FEST
Thursday 0ct3
0ct4
Friday

When I woke in Stag-Her
Festival starts at 4:30

* Dinner on Campus Campus Center Patio!
Center Patio
Carnival Booths Including
1. Win a Goldfish
ENDLESS GROVE
Starts at 6:30
2. Design your own boxers
3.
Pop-a-Shot
* Cotton Candy
4. TyeDyes *muchmore!
Sno-cones
5.
Pie
Throwing
Popcorn
Dunking Booth & Highstricker
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Weekly F.U. Sports Recap
Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer
TENNIS: The Men's and
Women's Tennis teams participated together in the First Annual
Jesuit Tournament at Fordham this
week. Competing against St. Peter's, Le Moyne, and Fordham,
Fairfield took second place, losing
in the championship matches to
the hosts. Fairfield beat all other
teams in men' s singles and doubles,
women's doubles, and mixed
doubles.
The women' s team also had
a tri-match with the University of
Massachusetts and La Salle this
past Saturday. The Lady Stags
suffered an unusual defeat 6-3 to U
Mass but remained undefeated in
all doubles matches. After losing
her singles match, Emily Reardon
teamed up with Ann Suchoki for
an impressive 6-0i 6-0 doubles win.
Other doubles victories went to
Lee Ann McNeil and Lee Ann
Nathan, and Tracy White and
Karyn Dietrich. The team then

rebounded to beat La Salle 6-3,
setting their season record at 4-3.
Reardon again played strong,
winning her singles match 6-1,61 and teaming up with Suchocki
for a 6-0, 6-1 win. McNeil, Dietrich, and Samantha Gambino all
won their singles matches. Gambino and Dietrich teamed up for a
doubles victory as well.
FIELD HOCKEY: The Field
Hockey team was defeated in a
close game against Southern Connecticut State University early last
week, by the score of 2-1. After
SCSU scored fairly early in the
first half, Junior Jill Barry knocked
in a pass from Marybeth Combs to
tie the game at 1-1. Southern
Connecticut's Kelly Kimball then
scored her second goal and game
winner midway through the second half. In goal, Senior Pam
Murphy faced 11 shots and had
nine saves.
The team also suffered a
loss to U Maine on Sunday by a
score of 3-0. U Maine struck early,
scoring their first goal only one

minute into the game. Murphy had
seven saves. This loss dropped the
team's record to 1-5 for the year.
CROSS COUNTRY: The Men's
and Women's cross country teams
participated in the Connecticut
Intercollegiate Championship at U
Conn this weekend. The men came
in 7th place with 197 points, led by
Sean Cahill who took 36th place at
29:48. The ladies came in 6th,
paced by Jane Savage who came in
at 23:34.
VOLLEYBALL: The volleyball team
fared poorly this
weekend losing
to Northeastern,
Providence, and
Harvard. One
highlight despite
the losses was
freshman, walkon April Tricka's
first collegiate
appearance and
first recorded
WITH
dig.

Trivia Time: Much has been
made of the home run power of
the Detroit Tigers this season, with
the likes of Cecil Fielder and Rob
Deer However, they have not
come close to setting the single
season record. What team holds
the record for most home runs hit
in one season, and how many?
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A member of the Lady Stag's club soccer team vies for possession of the ball
in a recent game.
photo: Andrea DellaBitta
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Flag Football, Soccer results

Will there ever be another Football
team here at Fairfield?

(continued from p. 19)
their season opener. Kevin Guterl and Adam Dinicola each scored twice
while Dave Bekher added another. In goal, Scott Lindsey was lightening
quick in recording the shutout.
Sophomore Bob Kelly scored both goals as the Insomniyaks held
off Armageddon II2-0.
The Wall, behind Josh Durand, John Kwiatkowski, Mike Egan
and goalie Andrew Gof shutdown the Elephant Train offense on the way
to their 2-1 victory.
Jeffrey Quinn scored two goals, and teammate Matt Rice added
another, as Placenta Loaf defeated Kashmir 3-0. Andy Gregory posted
the shutout, aided by the Stellar defense of Gerard Bogin.
In the only girls soccer game reported, On A Mission outlasted the
Fly Girls 2-1. Jen Foley and Nicki Fantoni paced the offense with one
goal each, and Colleen Lever and Patrice McCann led this tough-nose
defense.

fl Can't Believe It's

lYogurt!
7:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.
Every night

259-2557
The Taste That's
Won The World Over™
•1991 I Can't Believe !('• Yogurt. Lid.

Buy 3, Get 1
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(continued from p. 20)
who vividly remembers everything
about the football club. "We had
some tough times, but we slowly
improved."
The improvement hit a
peak in 1979, when the Stags, led
by twin running backs Tommy and
Bob Meyers, and quarterback Craig
Leach, made it to the club football
championship game, where they
bowed to Lowell
60-40. "We were
good enough to beat
several Division III
schools,"
said
Fr.Lieber."
The Stags
continued success
for the next three
seasons, but slowly
interest in the team
declined. Less and
less students came
out for the team, and
finally, in 1986, the
club was disbanded
midway through the
season due to lack
of participation. "I
came here in 1986,
and the football club
was disorganized,"
said Fairfield Athletic Director Dr.
Harold Menninger.
"It lacked leadership, lacked participation, and lacked
funds. It was agreed
by the administration to end it, and
the club was
ceased." Since
then, no serious
effort has been put
forth to form a new
club.
The consensus among the
people interviewed
was that the club
was indeed stopped
because of lack of
participation.
"Many of the football players began
to play rugby, be-

cause it was more conducive to
their schedules," said Paul Flynn,
class of '86, who played for the
football team in '82 and '83, before joining the rugby team in '85.
"People were just losing interest,
and it was tough to run."
"We do have the facilities, but most of the students who
are interested in football are either
playing rugby or intramural flag
football, or aren't even in college
yet, which means that we would
have to spend at least a year recruiting," added Dr. Menninger.
Despite all of the negative events surrounding the demise
of the football club, the administration, faculty, and athletic department, as well as the student
body, would all be in favor of resurrecting a football team. "I think
a football team would be great for
school spirit and moral," said Fr.
Lieber, who was the football club's
moderator from 1976-1986. Said
Flynn, "It would be nice to have a
football game to come and watch
on Alumni weekend rather than
just having a big tent."
In order for a new program to be formed, the students
will have to come forward with
their interest, and not wait for the
department to chase after them. If
the school were to see a genuine
interest, there are then two routes
which could be taken. One would
be to form another club, which is
the path Dr. Menninger would like
to see taken. "If the students are
going to try it, let's make it a good
club first. Then, if it is successful,
we can talk about making it varsity. However, to make it varsity
from the beginning would involve
an extremely large amount of
money," he added, which is primarily why the team, despite all of
its success, was never elevated from
club to varsity status. "In addition
to the costs of a varsity level team,
we also have to consider what is in
the best interest of the university:
forming a varsity level football
team, or elevating a club team, like
lacrosse or women's soccer, to a
varsity level and forming a club
football team."
The other path, which Fr.

Lieber and Flynn are in favor of,
would hinge on the upcoming
NCAA convention, at which there
will be discussions of forming an
NCAA Division I AAA league.
The appeal of this league is that it
would be one in which there were
no scholarships given. "I think we
should go I AAA, because when
we were club, we could have easily
competed with and beaten several
Division III varsity teams," said
Fr. Lieber. "I think you'd have to
go division I AAA rather than club,
to prevent losing the players to
rugby again," noted Flynn. This
rationale seems to hold water, as
one student, freshman Jeff Thomen, who played football in high
school and is currently playing
rugby, said, "If there was a club
football team, I would still play
rugby. If there was a varsity football team, I would then play football."
As for Fr. Aloysious P.
Kelley, University President, it is
much too early to say which path
we should take. "A lot would
depend upon the NCAA's decision, and then the participation of
the other schools in the MAAC. It
is difficult to speculate at this point
whether or not we will ever have
another football program here, but
there is definitely interest. When
asked for his personal views regarding the recreation of football
here, he replied, "Yes, I would like
to see a football team here."
Forming a football club,
or potentially even a first ever
Fairfield varsity squad, is not as
difficult as it may sound, mainly
considering the way the staff would
back any serious efforts. "It would
definitely.be a major administrative headache," said Dr. Menninger. "Besides having to find the
participants, there would be several new charges: officials, buses,
equipment, trainers, and conferences fees." However, he added,
"If it had support and was funded,
I wouldn't mind having it in our
program. I like college football,
and would like to watch it here."
"I think at this point in
our history we are ready for a varsity football team." said Fr. Lieber.
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SPORTS

The History of Football at F.U.
Club existed for 20 years
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
With the college football
season in full force, many people
are sitting around and wondering
why Fairfield doesn't have a football team. For most of them, the
common belief is that Fairfield has

teams in the 1980 preseason poll.
Back in 1947, when the
school was in its early years, forming a football team would have
been much too expensive for the
university, so one was never started.
"Football is much more expensive
than either basketball or baseball,"
said Fr. Victor Lieber, S.J., "and

of the students, Barnes was granted
permission to begin a football club
if he was able to raise $5000. "The
reason for a club versus varsity
again was money," said Fr. Lieber.
He was unable to do it for that year,
but was successful the following
year, and with that, football at
Fairfield was born.

Next Week: Soccer team
resumes action; First part
of NHL preview; more
,
F.U. coverage.

The
Coach's
Corner
Should Fairfield offer more
athletic scholarships?
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor

never had a football team, and never
will. While it is true that the Stags
have never had an NCAA varsity
team, an extremely successful club
team was in existence from 19661986, one that was even ranked #1
in the country for all club football

we didn't have the funds for it."
That same pattern held true until
1965, when Paul Barnes, class of
'67, decided to undertake the task
of forming a club team. With the
support of Fr. McCormick, the university president, and the support

Like any newly formed
program, the team went through
some rough years, including an 05-1 season in 1966. "We had an up
and down record," said Fr. Lieber,
(continued p. 18)

Stags split with Western
Connecticut
Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer
The Fairfield Baseball team
put on quite a show for its fans
during its double header on Sunday., as they pulled off a split with
Western" Connecticut State University The Stags exploded in the
first game against Western Connecticut, winning it by a score of 5 0, but fell by a score of 6-4 in the
second. If these games are an
indication of the upcoming season, then Stag fans have a very
exciting season to look forward to.
The Stags dominated, both
offensively and defensively in the
first game. They scored early and
often, showing the form that they
exhibited last season, when they
finished first in the MAAC. When
all was said and done, the Stags
found themselves with a rather easy
5-0 win.
The second game was a
much closer contest. Bernie
McNerney, who led the Stags to
victory last Sunday, took the
mound in search of his second
victory. McNerney didn't fare as
well as last week, and he eventually left the game in the third
inning, with the score tied at 2.
During the first inning, Ed

A member of the baseball team prepares to take a cut versus
Western Connecticut.
photo: Andrea DellaBitta
revealed
to the reporters, called a
Kiernan had a stolen base, and Joe
Carillo and Kevin Welch each had ball that was hit down the third
key doubles. There were also many base line fair, when it was clearly
big defensive and pick-off plays foul. This call brought shouts and
by Stag catcher Carillo, which yells from Head Coach John Slohelped keep the Stags close, de- sar as well as the whole Stag bench.
This "bad" call led to a Western
spite not playing up to par.
Bill Miccuilli came on in run, which gave them the lead by a
relief of McNerney in the third score of 3-2. Fortunately for the
inning. At this point in the game, Stags, further damage was avoided,
the Stags started voicing their anger thanks to an outstanding play by
at the home plate umpire, who had second baseman Brian Franco, on
been shaky, at best, all game long.
(continued p. 19)
The umpire, whose name was never

In a recent memo to all faculty and administration members,
Father Aloysious P. Kelley, the president of this university, addressed the topic of athletic scholarships. He spoke about how
Fairfield offers only 37 athletic scholarships, while some of our rival
schools, such as Providence, Holy Cross, Villanova, and Boston
College, offer 104,123,168,and 179, respectively. Even disregarding the fact that each of those schools has a football team, which is an
additional 50 scholarships at least, they still offer many more than we
do. It is his belief that if we are to compete with these schools, we
must increase the number of athletic scholarships that we offer. In
order to win more MAAC championships, right? Wrong. This
portion of the memo was found under the heading 'admissions.'
According to Fr. Kelley, the number of applicants to Fairfield University is slowly decreasing. In addition to that, it has been
a trend that Fairfield and the above mentioned four schools generally
vie for the same students, as many apply to more than one of five,
myself included. "In terms of academics, who can say that Villanova
is a better school than Fairfield?' asked Fr. Kelley. "However, based
on a general perception, the answer is yes." Why is that? According
to Father Kelley, and I agree with him on this, "it is greatly influenced
by their athletic exposure."
The year after Villanova won the national championship in
basketball(the same year they were kind enough to send us Mitch
Buonaguro-must Stag fans be reminded?) applications to the school
increased by about 40%. The same thing happened at Boston
College, where 'The Flutie Factor', the phenomenon caused by
Doug Flutie's winning the Heisman Trophy, was cited as the primary
reason behind the rapidly growing number of applications. So Fr.
Kelley's reasoning for the increase in scholarships, in order to gain
better exposure for the school, which would lead to an increase in the
number of applicants, has some prior instances to back it up. However, the way in which he plans to go about adding the scholarships
is one that lacks something at this point.
The first question raised is 'If we were to add more scholarship athletes, would we be eliminating some non-scholarship
students to make room, or would enrollment be increased?' To this,
Fr. Kelley answered, "Enrollment would not increase. That is one
thing which is attractive about Fairfield, it's small size." Okay, so a
good portion of students with the grades to qualify for admission will
be turned away just so we can bring in a high profile athlete, right? Fr.
Kelley doesn't see this as a problem, since 'athletics is no different
from minority, out of state, and alumni quotas. It is not the only area
where students with lesser grades are admitted."
The other major question raised is 'Where are we going to
get the extra money from?' If you were to add, say 10 more
scholarships, that is not only $180,000 to go to those 10 students, but
$180,000 that the school won't be taking in, due to Fr. Kelley's
proposal to keep the enrollment steady. That is $360,000 the school
is going to have to come up with just to fund 10 more student athletes.
What does this all mean? Personally, I think that the Stags
should be offering more scholarships. The exposure we would
receive, not to mention the increased revenue brought in by successful teams, would greatly help every aspect of the university, from
school spirit to applications to financial benefits. I think Fr. Kelley
should reconsider expanding the enrollment, because it isn't fair to us
student-non athletes to be rejected just so an athlete can be admitted.
I know many people feel that college is not a place to admit students
just for athletics, but looking at it from a business standpoint,
everything they do for the University directly effects each and every
one of us. Maybe with some of the revenue, we can actually create
a 'real' library. To Fr. Kelley, I say this: once you figure out where
this money is going to come from(and not from our already depleted
pockets)- Go For It!
I'm sure not many people paid attention to it, or even knew
that it existed, but the U.S. pulled off a major upset this past weekend,
by defeating Europe in the Ryder Cup. Considering that Europe
has the world's three top golfers in Ian Woosnam, Nick Faldo, and
Jose-Maria Olazabal. this win, led by old timers Hale Irwin and
Ray Floyd, is of great importance. Way to go, U.S.A.
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The History of Football at F.U.
Club existed for 20 years
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
With the college football
season in full force, many people
are sitting around and wondering
why Fairfield doesn't have a football team. For most of them, the
common belief is that Fairfield has

teams in the 1980 preseason poll.
Back in 1947, when the
school was in its early years, forming a football team would have
been much too expensive for the
university, so one was never started.
"Football is much more expensive
than either basketball or baseball,"
said Fr. Victor Lieber, S.J., "and

of the students, Barnes was granted
permission to begin a football club
if he was able to raise $5000. "The
reason for a club versus varsity
again was money," said Fr. Lieber.
He was unable to do it for that year,
but was successful the following
year, and with that, football at
Fairfield was born.

Next Week: Soccer team
resumes action; First part
of NHL preview; more
.
F.U. coverage.

The
Coach's
Corner
Should Fairfield offer more
athletic scholarships?
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor

never had a football team, and never
will. While it is true that the Stags
have never had an NCAA varsity
team, an extremely successful club
team was in existence from 19661986, one that was even ranked #1
in the country for all club football

we didn't have the funds for it."
That same pattern held true until
1965, when Paul Barnes, class of
'67, decided to undertake the task
of forming a club team. With the
support of Fr. McCormick, the university president, and the support

Like any newly formed
program, the team went through
some rough years, including an 05-1 season in 1966. "We had an up
and down record," said Fr. Lieber,
(continued p. 18)

Stags split with Western
Connecticut
Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer
The Fairfield Baseball team
put on quite a show for its fans
during its double header on Sunday., as they pulled off a split with
Western" Connecticut State University The Stags exploded in the
first game against Western Connecticut, winning it by a score of 50, but fell by a score of 6-4 in the
second. If these games are an
indication of the upcoming season, then Stag fans have a very
exciting season to look forward to.
The Stags dominated, both
offensively and defensively in the
first game. They scored early and
often, showing the form that they
exhibited last season, when they
finished first in the MAAC. When
all was said and done, the Stags
found themselves with a rather easy
5-0 win.
The second game was a
much closer contest. Bernie
McNerney, who led the Stags to
victory last Sunday, took the
mound in search of his second
victory. McNerney didn't fare as
well as last week, and he eventually left the game in the third
inning, with the score tied at 2.
During the first inning, Ed

A member of the baseball team prepares to take a cut versus
Western Connecticut.
photo: Andrea DellaBitta
Kiernan had a stolen base, and Joe revealed to the reporters, called a
Carillo and Kevin Welch each had ball that was hit down the third
key doubles. There were also many base line fair, when it was clearly
big defensive and pick-off plays foul. This call brought shouts and
by Stag catcher Carillo, which yells from Head Coach John Slohelped keep the Stags close, de- sar as well as the whole Stag bench.
spite not playing up to par.
This "bad" call led to a Western
Bill Miccuilli came on in run, which gave them the lead by a
relief of McNerney in the third score of 3-2. Fortunately for the
inning. At this point in the game, Stags, further damage was avoided,
the Stags started voicing their anger thanks to an outstanding play by
at the home plate umpire, who had second baseman Brian Franco, on
been shaky, at best, all game long.
(continued p. 19)
The umpire, whose name was never

In a recent memo to all faculty and administration members,
Father Aioysious P. Kelley, the president of this university, addressed the topic of athletic scholarships. He spoke about how
Fairfield offers only 37 athletic scholarships, while some of ourrival
schools, such as Providence, Holy Cross, Villanova, and Boston
College, offer 104,123,168,and 179, respectively. Even disregarding the fact that each of those schools has a football team, which is an
additional 50 scholarships at least, they still offer many more than we
do. It is his belief that if we are to compete with these schools, we
must increase the number of athletic scholarships that we offer. In
order to win more MAAC championships, right? Wrong. This
portion of the memo was found under the heading 'admissions.'
According to Fr. Kelley, the number of applicants to Fairfield University is slowly decreasing. In addition to that, it has been
a trend that Fairfield and the above mentioned four schools generally
vie for the same students, as many apply to more than one of five,
myself included. "In terms of academics, who can say that Villanova
is a better school than Fairfield?' asked Fr. Kelley. "However, based
on a general perception, the answer is yes." Why is that? According
to Father Kelley, and I agree with him on this, "it is greatly influenced
by their athletic exposure."
The year after Villanova won the national championship in
basketball(the same year they were kind enough to send us Mitch
Buonaguro-must Stag fans be reminded?) applications to the school
increased by about 40%. The same thing happened at Boston
College, where 'The Flutie Factor', the phenomenon caused by
Doug Flutie's winning the Heisman Trophy, was cited as the primary
reason behind the rapidly growing number of applications. So Fr.
Kelley's reasoning for the increase in scholarships, in order to gain
better exposure for the school, which would lead to an increase in the
number of applicants, has some prior instances to back it up. However, the way in which he plans to go about adding the scholarships
is one that lacks something at this point.
The first question raised is 'If we were to add more scholarship athletes, would we be eliminating some non-scholarship
students to make room, or would enrollment be increased?' To this,
Fr. Kelley answered, "Enrollment would not increase. That is one
thing which is attractive about Fairfield, it's small size." Okay, so a
good portion of students with the grades to qualify for admission will
be turned away just so we can bring in a high profile athlete, right? Fr.
Kelley doesn't see this as a problem, since 'athletics is no different
from minority, out of state, and alumni quotas. It is not the only area
where students with lesser grades are admitted."
The other major question raised is 'Where are we going to
get the extra money from?' If you were to add, say 10 more
scholarships, that is not only $180,000 to go to those 10 students, but
$180,000 that the school won't be taking in, due to Fr. Kelley's
proposal to keep the enrollment steady. That is $360,000 the school
is going to have to come up with just to fund 10 more student athletes.
What does this all mean? Personally, I think that the Stags
should be offering more scholarships. The exposure we would
receive, not to mention the increased revenue brought in by successful teams, would greatly help every aspect of the university, from
school spirit to applications to financial benefits. I think Fr. Kelley
should reconsider expanding the enrollment, because it isn't fair to us
student-non athletes to be rejected just so an athlete can be admitted.
I know many people feel that college is not a place to admit students
just for athletics, but looking at it from a business standpoint,
everything they do for the University directly effects each and every
one of us. Maybe with some of the revenue, we can actually create
a 'real' library. To Fr. Kelley, I say this: once you figure out where
this money is going to come from(and not from our already depleted
pockets)- Go For It!
I'm sure not many people paid attention to it, or even knew
that it existed, but the U.S. pulled off a major upset this past weekend,
by defeating Europe in the Ryder Cup. Considering that Europe
has the world's three top golfers in Ian Woosnam, Nick Faldo, and
Jose-Maria Olazabal, this win, led by old timers Hale Irwin and
Ray Floyd, is of great importance. Way to go, U.S.A.

